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Reefer Madness In
By RoseEllen Sanfilippo
The National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws'
lecture-film program, entitled
Marijuana: The New Prohibition,
will be on campus, Feb. 17at 8:00
in Palmer Auditorium. Lawrence
Schott, the vice-president of
NORML, will be the guest lec-
turer.
NORML has been leading the
fight for the decriminalization nf
Dean To Be
Announced
By RoseEllen sanfilippo
A recommendation by the
Search Committee for Dean of
the College, chaired by Richard
D. Birdsall, was submitted to the
President's office, President
Oakes Ames verified on Monday
afternoon.
The President refused to
disclose specific details of the
couunittee's decision, which was
made at a meeting last Friday.
He said that there weill certain
people that needed to he talked to
before any public announcement
concerning the Deanship could be
made.
Pundit was promised exclusive
rights to the story, which the
President will allow to be
released in the Feb. 17 issue.
Since the Board of Trustees will
be here on Feb. 24, it is expected
that the President will soon reach
a decision to present to them
upon their arrival.
His decision presumably will
be based on the eleven-member
search committee's proposal.
The timing of the President's
announcement will leave the
members of the college com-
munity about seven days to air
their views before the Trustees'
visit.
Other members of the com-
mittee includes: Jeanette B.
Hersey, Ernestine Brown, and
William L. Churchill from the
Administration; Minor Myers
Jr., George J. Kasperek, and
Helen Reeve from the faculty;
and Alumni representative
Kenneth Abel. David Creuthers,
Susanna Ehrlich, and Ted
Hathaway are the student
members.
marijuana laws for the past
several years, and it has played a
major role in educating the
public on the pros and cons of
marijuana Iegalization. -
According to a NORML policy
statement, it "supports the
removal of all criminal and civil
penalities for the private
possession of marijuana for
personal use."
In addition it states that "the
right of possession should include
other acts incidental to such
possession including cultivation
and transportation for personal
use, and the casual, non-profit
transfers of small amounts of
marijuana. "
Admission is free of charge,
largely due to the efforts of Brad
Rost, a student member of
NORMLwho persistently lobbied
to have the program funded by
campus organizations.
Host received a $300 grant from
Student Aaaem.bly and a $100
grant from Social Board. Speclal
Ames
Says No!
hy Michael Hasse
President Oakes Ames has
refused the Student ~emb1y 's
request to open the K.B.-
Larrabee dining halls, claiming
that although the Harkness
kitchen would in turn be closed,
the prospect would be too ex-
pensive at this time.
The Assembly on their meeting
of January 26th, requested
statistics to support this claim.
The proposal was suggested as
a result of theover-crowding of
the Smith-Burdick dining rooms.
It was assumed that opening
another dining hall in the area
would alleviate the problem.
While no figures are available
yet, E. Leroy Knight, Treasurer
of the College, and Eleanor H.
Voorhees, Director of Residence,
said Tuesday that the change
would be impossible hecause of
the increased management and
operation costs associated with
the K.B.-Larrabee unit.
continued on page five
Palmer
t:vem Funo monies made up the
balance of the cost, which is
about $750.
Altbough Rost realizes the I
program is expensive he said
that, "I feel it is important for our
school to become more involved
in the social and political issues
that confront our society today.".
The lecture is aimed at
examining the, historical,
medical, social, and legal aspects
of marijuana use.
It is to include a comprehensive
review of current progress
toward decriminalization, and an
analysis of recent alarmist
scientific research about the "
drug.
Two short films
"Marijuana: Assassin of Youth"
and "Highlights of Reefer
Madness," will also be included
in the program.
-r-
24 hours of snow left six inches on campus. Winds
gusting to 40mph created 15 inch drifts.
wcxr Gets AFace Lilt
by Vleki Fltzll.....ld
Each year of its-existence,
WCNI, Conn College's radio
station; has become a more
professional station. This
semester is no exceJtion. There
have been changes in all aspects
of WCNI.
All prospective DJ's were
required to have a valid FCC 3rd
class license. According to the
Board it holds the DJ's more
accountable for their actions
since they know the rules.
They were also r.equired to pass
the station's own t.=X8IJl con-
cerning WCNI . roles and
regulations, as well as various
technical details. Only after they
passed this exam were they
pennitted to audition for a show.
The test was prepared by Keith
Ritter, the station's General
Manager,
Warren Klotz, Program
Director, cited two reasons for
requiring DJ's to be licensed.
In the first place, the DJ's who
have licenses are responsible for
what goes over the air on their
shows; whereas the General
Manager is responsible for those
This week's theme:
Race Relations at Conn.
. _. .--
without licenses. This places a. discovering the cause 01 the
disproportionate amount of malfunction, the problem was
responsibility on Ritter. simply eliminated temporarily.
In the second place, the WCNI
board believe. that uiose who are Changes have also been madein the News Departmept, con-
really interested inradfo, and are trolled by Scot McKinnon. Along
willing to make a commitment to with weekday news at regular
the betterment of the station, will intervals, there will also be
take the time to go to Boston or weekend news.
New York to gel their licenses. ,
The weekend newscasters will
Despite WCN!'s claim that they also gather and report on campus
offered prospective DJs a ride and local news.
last semester so that they could
obtain their licenses, some Lee Barnes andSim Glaser are
controversy has developed over heading UPa sports news team to
this point. The ability of a report five days a week.
potential DJ to financially afford McKinnon hopes for a 1iI0ne
that trip is taken UPin "Letter to patch so games can be covered
the Editors"- B. Cruz. live.
KI tz . ted ut that there Th~' semester's WCN! lineup
o .pom 0 , . pronuses to be 8 good one, so
were fifteen .new DJ s tnts keep that dial tuned to 91.5 FM!
semester, bringing the tola! to 46.
There are now fifteen womanSt t M 0 r °ty
since two were added this a e zno z
semester.
All women who auditioned Leader To
were zrven shows.
Visit C.C.WCN!'s Technical Director,
Scott Calamar, said that the
studio had been gutted and totally
redone. The studio, including the
main console, has been rewired
and the turntables restored to
their original condition.
Gerald F. Stevens, Minority
Leader of the Connecticut House
of Representatives, will be the
guest of honor at a government
department tea Wednesday,
February 16, at Connecticut
College.
The function is scheduled for
4:30 p.m, in the Windham
livingroom and is open to all
people who have an interest in
our political system. Questions
are encouraged
The visit has been coordinated
by College Republican President
Bruce E. Collins. Topics to be
discussed include the energy
crisis and youth's role in politics.
The transmitter was read-
justed so it will put out a full ten
watts, increasing the potential
listening audience.
Calamar said that previously
the studio was too much of a
makeshift setup because of the
way repairs had been made in
earlier years.
According to Calamar,
whenever their was a problem
with the .equijlJlent, instead of
--'---==::...:.:..:.....::.....:..=:.......:=---.......:._.::.._~-----,.
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PlTXlllT
It seems these days that any attempt by a student
to constructively change the workings and policies
of the College is merely an exercise in masochism.
Students, as members of supposedly democratic
committees, are discovering that mere puppets
couJcJhold their positions and have the same power,
gaining the same results.
Such dealings are evident in the Joint Student·
Faculty Budget Committee responsible for
deciding the important issues in the financial year.
,In an agenda released to the student members of
this group (Brian Chertok, Peter Venezia, Mark
Branchik and Steve certilman) on Feb. 8th, the
lead sentence WjlS "The faculty members of JSFBC
have met separately and believe that the com-
mittee can transm\t '" ft'" steering and Conference
Committee the following suggestions,"
The following proposa Is were included in that
. agenda: that the basic fee for attending the College
be increased by $450.00. Thus, across the board
salaries could be increased by 6per cent and a 2 per
cent "pool" for promotion, inequities and merit
increases could be insta lied.
The Budget -Committee is also pushing an ad-
ditional 550.00increase so that total fees would be
55950.00.This would allow a budget-offset of $70,000
for '77-'78.
Unfortunately for students and those faculty who
object to any alterations in the budget, we have
only one week and one day on which to act on our
grievances. The fi.naI budget wiII be presented by
Pres. Ames and Leroy !<night to the Board of
Trustees on Feb. 25th. As the committee planned,
the final draft of the 77-78 budget would be
presented to an open Student Assembly meeting on
Wednesday, Feb. 16thafter the proposals had been
voted on.
Leslie Margolin, president of student govern-
ment, sfated that this effort on the committee's
part was "nice but a token gesture" as there would
be no time to respond to the genera Idirection of the
cutbacks and increases.
Initially the four students on this committee were
bound to confidentiality-a confidentiality contrary
to their office as student representatives. Yet, when
Chairman Thomas Ammarati held faculty
meetings on the sly. student members had no in-
formation to be confidential with.
Hasn't it been proven time and time again that
trying to change a system through the proper
channels is futile? If the faculty members of the"
JSFBC consider the student members to be
nonentities, then I"!t's no longer bother to feign ~ th ~
democratic process, As for we students, all must rec\Jcle l'c p;'l\per
wonder, "Are we to be pacified with such decep- I J Y ~
J
' --- tions?", rj I j t::::.. ..;...:' - -:=..'.:....:-,~:kII,t'::::1::.:=?:=--L:::: ,J"$';;"'~""-":::'~,_:--1!l';'._ I +~,4/:t::"LJj
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Urban Affairs will be sponsoring a discussion with
Mr. Daniel Porter. Executive Director of The
Preservation Society of Newport County, on
Wednesday, February 16 at 3:00 p.m. College
House. Majors and lnterested students are
welcome. Discussion topic will be: "Historic
Preservation Accomplishments & Possibilities."
Mr, Porter will also discuss careers in historic
preservation 'and the possibility of an internship
program for Urban Affairs Majors,
",
We Want DJ
The President now has in' his hands a recom-
mendation for Dean of the College. The ad-
ministration once again has timed the decision's
announcement so that students and faculty find
'themselves with less than a week for which to
express their reaction.
This recommendation will be released to PUN-
DIT on Feb. 17th, and the final decision will ;
~:~~a~~.be presented to the Board of Trustees on l
Realizing the lack of time we will have to change ~
this decision, PUNDIT makes a strong recom-
mendation that Dean Alice Johnson be accepted as
Dean of the College.
In light of administrative changes in recent years
including a new President, a new Dean of the
Faculty, and a new Dean of the Freshmen; and a
future possible administrative change, we feel that
Conn. needs a Dean who knows all aspects of the
; ,College-thefaculty,thealumni,thestudents,and
; the community.
Ken Crerar, Chairman of the Board of
Housefellows, aptly said that "Conn. College is
proceeding through a period of great change and
transition which will dramatically affed the future
stability of the College. This is especially important
after considering the state of higher education.
private colleges, and the specific problems of a
declining applicant pool, increased costs and the
importance of a liberal arts program."
If the college is to face these problems effectively
and weather through the harder times ahead, we :
need someone who has,indepth knowledge of the :
College and its community. ~
Dean Johnson lias,been here since 1958and has ~
earned the respect of students, faculty and ad-
ministration ilJike. She has the qualities and ex- ~
perience to do a more than competent job as Dean- ~
of the College.
;
;
i
;
j
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The Point Of This Issue IsOP·ED •••
By R.... EIlen SanfWppo
When Pundit decided to do an
issue on race relations we knew
that COM.was not a campus tom
by racial strife, but we still felt
that something was wrong.
Race relations is a topic whicb,
for too. long, bas been swept
under our proverbial rug. It's
time to lod< at that rug and see if
it needs cleaning.
I confess I came to this issue
with one preconception: this
campus is horizontally divided
along race lines with each side
creating its own socia!
microcosm.
If all Ii the articles had sup-
ported this statement we would
have failed as a newspaper
because we would have failed to
hear from all the voices involved.
But still, much of 'Whatappears in
this paper points in that direc-
tion.
We didn't take this up so that
we could ac cuse anyone of being
racist, or to start a race riot,
questions we wanted to raise, and "
we soon realiaed that they ::
couldn't be handled in only one ..
issue, Therefore, this Pundit is
just the beginning - not a
finished product.
We get hints at the answers to
these questions in Assistant
Director of Admissions Ron
Ancrum's statements, and also
from those by Stephen Thompson
and Ronald Rapp. To quote the
Ancrnm article, "Black students
do have separate needs that must
be met, both culturally and
socially." There also lies an
airtight justification of unity,
It is not difficult to understand
that minority students - many,
BUT not all of whom come from
lower economic levels than most
members of our community -
may have trouble assimilating
into a campus structure which
was originally designed for the
well-heeled debutante.
It is much easier for the white
continued on page ~our
We tod< it up so that we coold
understand why there are no
blacks on Stodent Assembly, the
Judiciary Board, College
Council, the Pundit Editorial
Board, or even the highest
echelon of the Administration,
And just as important we
wanted to see if the atmosphere,
which seems to keep the two
sectors divided whether while
diliing (" ul social events, could
be altered.
Isolated incidents of racial
tension, unfortunately, will occur
anywhere. We are not so con-
cemed with those occurrences as
we are with the ONGOING DAY-
TO-DAY RELATIONS between
minority and white students at
CoM,
Are there just too few minority
students or are those that are
here somehow inhibited from
making a greater input into the
community? If they are
inhibited, what's causing it?
These are just some of the
Letter From Wright
of gibberish, because I think that
the. "President is handling this
situation well, but, in two ~ex-
ceptional cases, he has shown
that even a peanut farmer from
Georgia can make mistakes.
The appointment that I must
cast my vote against is Griffin
Bell, who has already been'
confirmed as Attorney General.
In a way, Bell, whose record on
civil rights is not a good one
(considering that he went on a
mission for a governor of
Georgia, not Carter, and
recommended that a program of
school integration based on
Virginia's, which was none too
good as far as equality was
concerned, be implemented in
Georgia),
bvDave Cruthers
Ihad written a page-and-a-half .
of this week's column. but felt
that it wasn't really going
anywhere at alr.
It has to do with the Campus
safety System, and my sen-
timents on the whole operation,
But, in a vision while sitting in the
bathtub, listening to Stephanie
Shelton give the news at 4:00 on
CBS, I had an idea that I could
probably squeeze three pages out
of.
It has to do with appointments
of figures in the new ad-
ministration, There have been a
couple that have been rather
hairy, one very good, and one
very bad, and they have given the
administration a bad start;
although, I really believe that it
has been generally good these
first three weeks.
The President has had some
major problems to deal with.
Cold weather is something that I
have always loved as I consider
myself a New Englander, but
certainly not at the ezpense of
others. There has been some real
trouble; almost 3 million people
out of work, and citizens actually
are dying because they are
simpiy freezing to death.
Meanwhile money hungry
capitalists who sit on enough
natural gas to heat the entire
nation - whet.-er homes have
gas heat or-not - for six months,
will not move off their butts to
help people in despera tion in the
Northeast and Midwest because
they can't line their pockets with
enough gold, One Antonio San-
chez, a producer in Houston, said, .
in the Quotation of the Day in the
"Times" last week, that, for the
price that he would be getting for
selling his gas outside of Texas,
he wouldn't ( \ go out and drill
the holes, TJ , pure trash; an
attitude tha merican should
take towar 1 fellow coun-
trymen in ¢ that's money
talkin' folks, __ : 's garbagernen
like Sanchez who make me
. believe that Marx may have had
some good ideas, but not too
many,
But, as usual, I'm getting off
the subject, which was some'
appointments made by President
Carter, I brought up that last bit
-<>
'11
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Black Conceptions
that are on the edge of the grave,
An orientation beginning in early
August with several academic
workshops would be ad-
vantageous to incoming students.
It would be ranked superior over
the present procedure. 1 was one
confused "rookie" as a tresh-
man. matri.cu. wbo1:
AS a b\ac.'£. ~\Vlent.~\ "liauld. \ik.e
to see more black professors at
Conn" not as a conapiracy to take
over, but there are a lot of
competent black professors who
are awaiting a chance to teach.
Perhaps Conn, would work out a
professor exchange with other
colleges and universities.
Professors- (at least the few I
had) are very fair. At times I get
a feeling that some think I cannot
handle the course load but I'm
still here!
I have heard unsteered
whispers: Why do they all sit
together? There seems to be
some concern about why all the
blacks sit here and whites sit
there. Has it ever occurred to
anyone that they are friends\ It is
not a racist act (as some ma'Y
Ihink) ,
Man'Y Urnes I've sat alone at a
table and watched students walk
by searching until their food is
almost cold for a place to sit when .
they could have sat with me, This
may mean nothing, but I see a
sad dichotomy in that the white
students sit together because
they are "comfortable" and the
·black students sit together
because they are "racist" (or so
the whispers say), I have sat with
snow, rain, day, night, finals,
papers and, oh yeah, blacks and
whites.
Because CoM. is so isolated
(and they think the sub base is
clandestine) it is like a hick town,
very slow. I have happily greeted
a lot of new minority students and
tasted hurt when one or two leave
because of scademi.c trouble, I
was fortunate enough tQ.have had
a short affair with a preparatory
system.
I think CoM. needs a longer
orientation period for freshmen,
Many come from high schools
by Stephen Tbompl'illn
Some people transfer. This is
my third year at Connecticut. My
feelings, like everyone else's, are
various about CoM. I'm asked by
some white students: Where are
you living this year? My answer
is Unity. Immediate\'Y it seems
-. 1ik.ethere is diatance between our
conversation.
The fact exists, many white
students are ignorant ahout Unity
or whal il is all about. It appears
thai they read the black letters
above the doorway as: STAY
OUT, TIllS MEANS YOU, This
bothers me, Unity house is open
to ALL who are part of the
But, in time, it is possible that Connecticut College community.
his stands could change, because Our culture sits warmly in Unity
and extends its welcome to all,
Griffin Bell is going to have to But still the door remains
prove himself in this job, and, if
he continues to perform as he did unknocked. Umoja (which is
as a Circuit Court judge, his Swahili. for Unity) organized
future with the government several events in which some of
sbould look very bleak indeed. Of the campus came down to enjoy,
course, he could always go back They found a pleasant and
to private life and join his racist cultural evening. No one barked
clubs, which he said that he may .. or growled as they entered.
do after leaving Washington I have engendered the fact that
anyway, Bell certainly must keep my describing Unity will not
his nose clean, and polish up his close the gap between fear and
record in a hurry, if he wants to understanding, It is left to the
be effeclive. discretion of students whether to
come to Unity or keep his-her
misconceptions about it.
To me Corm. is a very minute
.America, that is to say it is made
up of some have nets, some
almost haves, and haves, All of
our ideologies exist with us
(obviously) and from time to
time come out in class, and isn't
that America, clasbing attitudes?
In recapitulation, many eyes
have questioned my presence at
this predominantly caucasian
school I am here, rather, we are
here to deal (to learn and teach).continued on page four
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NATIONAL OBSERVER
& byN .... Senla
I&. There was a time. DOttoo long
ago. when the Supreme Court of
::. the United States could be
:. counted 011 to belp bring about
racial equality. Under the liberal
::: leadership of JusUces sucb as
l!: Doo'4lIJlllS 8IId Warren, tbe Court
"provided the stimulus for social
~ cbange"; one need only
~ remember the Court's decision in
~ Brown v. Board of Educalion.
: But times bave changed. The
Court is now comprised of a
~ handful of conservative justices
:: who, as David Rosenbalm of the
" New Yom Times writes. "bave
§ been unwilling in several recent
11. cases to remove slme of the
racial barriers between cities
and SlburbB."
The Court ruled earlier this
year in a ~ decialoo that "it was
DOtunconslltulional for a suburb
to refuse to cbange zoning
restrictions wbose practical
effect is to block racially in--
tegrated bousing for persons with
loW or moderate income. n
The case involved tbe Chicago
suburb of Arlington Heights. To
the further dismay of supporters
of racial equality, the Court said
llIat "even If the suburb was
motivated in part by a racially
discriminatory purpose Its action
would not necessarily be un-
'constitutional. "
Unfortunately. there are many
peeple who feel that a suburb bas
the right to protect its quality 8IId
character by keeping low-income
bowling wt. These people are too
nart ....-mlnded to ever realize
\ The point
cont.
continoed from ~ge Ihree
lower to mJddIe-c1aslJ student to
fit into a community where
everything. including social
events. are predominately
geared toward tbe wbite
audieJice.
Tbe result Is tbat cross-
culturalization seldom occurs.
Inatead the wblle student will
probably succeed in slipping Into
the system, wbile the black
student will enclose bimself in a
social microcosm whicb is almost
esclusively black.
Though there are of course
esceptlons, this practice goes on
even tbwgb many while students
are probably more culturally
alligned with black students, than
they are with wbJte students from
a blBber ecoDOmlc claas.
What is mJased too often is tbal
8IIy issue involving race relations
not only concerns a dlfference of
color. but it must Include an
inequality of wealth. The division
can be drawn vertically along
claslJ lines.
Again, Pundit doesn't want to
creale a tralm8tlc situation for
an)'lne involved - unless )'lur
level of social consciousness
deserves it.
Rather we want to throw open
an issue wbleb bas been troubling
some of us, and to ralse some
constructive questions wbicb
would provoke feedback.
Ibope you will read tbe articles
in this issue. and cootinue to
follow and contrlbtae to the series
in suc~!i:I.'lIlI'JJ Xd OOli'roed..
that they are belplng to per-
petuate the plight of poor
minorities who are forced to
remain in oveN:rowded cities.
-along witb all the further
problems that accompany them.
But one should feel particular
disappointment - from the fact
that the Supreme Court Is just as
glAlty of this narrow-minded
Ignorance. How mucb looger are
wr major cities going to bear the
burden rJ. over-population? Why
m we seem to tolerate towns and
villages wbleb discriminate on
the basis of wealth and color?
The Supreme Court must put an
end to lbis gross Injustice once
and for all.
Cruthers Cont.
Q)
Q)
,J.
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Classifieds
Student Government Elections: Nominations for
President, Vice president. Judiciary Board
Chairman and Social Roard Chairman open Friday
Feb. 11th from 9:00-5:00 and close Monday- the 14th
at 5:00 p.m. On Monday at 5:00 there will be a
meeting for all candidates to discuss the new
election rules. At that meeting a one page double
spaced typed platform statement may be turned in
for publication in the PUNDIT the following. Thurs.
seod sweetheart roses to that
specJal somebody lJIyour Ufe for
Valeotine's Day. Free delivery
available OD aod wltbJo a one-
lOlle radius of campus. We will
attaeb a handmade bow aod a
card with your persooal
message. Advaoce orders will be
laken today aod tomorrow lJICro.
11:.1:30 aod 3:00-0:00. 80 cents
per nower. Payment must ac-
company advaoce orders. On
Monday, February If, we will
still be selling nowers lJI Cro.
10:00-0:00. $1.00 per no .. er. All
deliveries wUl be made OD
Monday. February If. U you
bave aay qoesU ..... call e:st. 505.
Spousored by the JaoJor Class.
The Amalgo for the candidates is at 6:30, not 6:00
p.m. Mon., Feb. 21st in Hale 122.
Voting is Tuesday and Wednesday the 22nd and
23rd in the P.O.
There is a meeting TONIGHT, Thursday, Feb. 10th
at 7:00 p.m. in Cro Main Lounge for all club, dorm
and class treasurers. We will discuss new policies &
Special' Events Funding, and each organization's
balances w.ill be review6d. Each organization mllst
have at least one representative-there.
B. Hill - A Miller in the morning
will do it every time ... it really
"floored" me!
R. Warren G - Coax Me ... a
menage a trois doesn't sound that
bad. BV the way - are you still
having trouble with Claire's
harness?
SENIORS, women, m! .....or ttv
students interested in hi,;ory
graduate program (financial aid
information). Write U.Conn
History, Storrs, Conn. 06268.
Announcements
Atlention seniors:
lJIvitallons for Commencement
are going to be sold In tbe Post
Ollice the .. eek of Feb. 14 (Mon.
thrn Fri.). Invitations will cost 35
cents a piece, but must be bougbt
In packages of 5 costing $1.75.
Also, name cards will be on
sale .. blcb .. ill cost $4.50 per 100.
and inIormais .. ill be sold costing
$5.00 per 100. Ticket Cbalrmaa:
Clifford Beck.
OPEN MEETING
Student Assembly Meeting
to discuss budget.
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 7 :30
ero-Main Lounge
All Urged to Attend
KOINE '77 - a limlled oumber Is
slill available. Contact your dorm
sales rep or Melissa Mills,
Knowlton lOS. Tel: 442-5958.
Bloodmobile Feb. 10+h from 12:30-5:30 in Cro
Main Lounge. The need is. urgent, for in Connecticut
there is only one kind of blood - volunteer biood.
'Since there are no commercial blood banks, the
Connecticut program serves as a model for the
nation - total)y humanitarian in nature.
Remember - one pint Ilf Iillood can .save 5 lives and
over.6ooo pints per day' are necessary to supply
hospitals. The goal for Conn. College is 350 pints on
F~b: 10th. Please come and share your life with
someone else.
Applications for students in the Class of 1978 who
wish to apply for a Housefeliow position are
available in Dean Watso,,'s office beginning
Monday, February 7, through noon on Wednesday,
February 16, 1977. Please return your application
to the Office of Stu~_ent Affairs, Room 210aFanning,
and sign up for an interview before 12:00 noon,
Wednesday, February 16, 1977.
All students interested in applying for this
program are invited to an open meeting on Wed-
nesday, February 9, at 4:30 p.m. in Dana Hall.
Candidates must be presently enrolled here for the
spring semester and must be full time members of
the Oass Ilf 1978.
On Monday, February 14 there will- be an
organizationa I meeting of the Connecticut College
Jazz Ensemble, at 9:00 p.m. in Dana Hall.
No instruments are required at this time, if you
have a desire to ioin, please come. If you cannot
make this meeting, give your n'ame to Ed Walters,
Box 1835, Hamilton 221 or phone 442-1978 and he will
put your name on the roster.
contloued from page three
- The other 'side of lhe coin. on
being a candidate who plans to
sweep clean and make a fresh
start, is also trouble for Carter.
In the long run, I'm sure be wouid
rather have appointed Attila the
Hun than tbJs man.
His name is Theodore
Sorensen. Nominated for the job
of CIA director, be bad to with-
draw in near disgrace because be
was the only appointee who
couldn't even bave bis
DOmintdion taken out of com-
mittee. ThIs was done solely out
of fear that dirty tricks may not
be able to continue under a
SoretulOlH'UDCIA.
senator Byrd helped to rutn it
by coming out and saying that the
nomin8llon was Insertws trouble
before the bearings on con-
firmation even opened. Byrd is a
very co-operative man. He was
angered by Carter's failure to
coDllllt him on certain issues.
Bobby's feelinllB were burt. now
tbal be wields power up on the
Hill, and possibly this was a .. ay
to get back at the President. I
mn't care mucb for Senator
Byrd. Maybe we!ll discuss him
later, tbis new king of tbe Hill.
Sorensen did not bave ex-
perience in Intelligence affairs,
and it's very possible that this
would bave been good for us all. '
It Is common knowledge that the
CIA does undertake covert
operations for the security of the
United Stales: this is necessary
for the safety of any nation. But it
bas been known to stir up pleIV
of dirt, and Sorensen said at his ~~""~-""'.Jc,,-->Jtc-_' ,
appointment announcement that "-'f".~~~~'-"'l
be wooId stand for none of it:. Come find yourself a
The boys '" on tbe Hill dido't - . ,
like tbal too much, and, althwgb sweetheart at the Valentine s
caught by surprise by the with- Day Party tomorrow,
drswal, they were pleased by . .
Sorensen's disgrace. There's no Fpj:lay" February 11, In
mub! that Stansfield Turner will Harris. 9-1. Refreshments
have DOtroubl~ being confirmed, (soda punches, etc.) and
bemg an Admiral, and bead of '
NATOforces in Soutbem Europe. live band-Oat Willy.
Howard Baker bas expressed Semi-formal. Only $1
pleasure, as has the king of the -
Hill. - ad mission. Sponsored by
Hopefully, Carter's com- the Junior Class.
mltment to clean up the CIA will
DOtchange DOW tbal a military
man bas been recommended for
approval. But, if Intelligence
Couunittee power brokers bave
their say, we may be in for the
same old story as far as dirt Is
concerned. We can only wait,
watcb 8IId wonder.
More later.
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Clifford Stone
Women and Racism
by Nancy Singer
In a lecture entitled Racism
and Feminism: Is Women's
Liberation for Whites Only?,
Jane W. Torrey, professor of
psychology at Conn., slated her
views on the dilemma of the
black woman in contemporary
society, on Tuesday, Feb. I.
Torrey began her lecture with a
discussion of the myth that
"feminism in the 1970's is a white
middle class movement," calling
this myth "almost a cliche." She
continued, most feminist groups
want more black members and a
Harris poll has shown that,
nationwide, black women were
almost twice as likely as white
women to approve of the
women's liberation movement.
An interesting observation
made by Torrey is that, "most
women's movement
organizations are, in fact,
overwhelmingly middle class and
their black membership is small
relative to the population as a
whole."
As a possible reason for this
underrepresentation of black
women in movement activities,
Torrey cites the suspicion black
women might have toward a
movement which could "rival
theirs (black' movement) and'
divide their ranks."
She explainnd that the black
woman's priority rests within
fighting racism over sexism, and
she sees the feminist movement
as a move which coold dilute the
woman power needed to fight
racism.
"Some even believe that the
women's movement and the
environmental movement have
as their main purpose t9 preserve.
the nation from having to deal
with racism," Torrey said.
Author of the
Speaks
Great Sunflower
Conn.
byMlcbaelHaPe
Clifford Stone, author of Tbe
Great Sunflower, will talk
Thursday evening on the f1tJction
d; cities and the role of con-
teniporary urban ization from a
humanistic perspective. The
lecture, sponsored by the
Department of Urban Affairs,
will begin at 7:30 p.JJL in Hale
Lahoratory.
The Great SunDower is a novel
depicting the destruction d; New
London's historical urban quality
and character.
The main character, Tom
Branner, says, III believed that
progress meant a sifting out, a
retaining d; what was good while
suppressing what was bad. I did
not know that progress meant
creating ruins, that it was
somehow sacredly linked to an
increased national income, that it
meant reaching higher and
higher and racing faster and
faster until we should gain the
stars and never ask ourselves
why."
~ Branner echoes the loss of the
~ city's charm with the absorbing
.. story of the mental decline of his
~ best friend, 'Ethan Markham.
£ Markham, a native of New
,g London, and Branner, from
.c, Chicago (Markham's neighhor),
.spent their high school years
enjoying New London's
character.
Markham works as a gardener
at the lavish Eakins eslate and
Fisber's Island Iced In
Thickening ice Does continued
to cover the Long Island Sound,
locking fishing boats and Coast
Guard search and rescue vessels
in their docks. The Orient Point
ferry was forced to turn back to
New London on Friday Feb. 4.
The small Fisher's Island
ferry, Olinda, set out late Friday
morning with emergency
perishable food supplies. Island
residents were planning a
meeting at 1:30 p.m. to discuss
the freeze which threatens to halt
ferry services indefinately.
pfizer explosloD Injurea workers
An e"Plasion at Pfizer Inc.'s
Groton plant on Eastern Point
Road injured three chemical
operators, one seriously, at 4:30
a.m, Friday.
The blast occurred on the
second floor of the Organics ill
building only fifty feet from
where an e"Plosion on Jan. 6
injured four employees .
A Pfizer spokesman said the
cause of the blast is lllder in·
vestigation.
Amtrak train leaves the trael
Five out of seven-ears on an
Amtrak train bound for Boston
left the tracks in Old Saybrook
at
thrives on the beauty of the
g.-dens and the recreation d;
marttime New London. Mrs.
Eakins, the owner of the estate,
witb motherly admiration,
finances his college education.
The hoys observe large sec-
tions of New London in-
discriminaiely destroyed by the
urban reformers. The city's
character, unable to withstand
the pressures of redevelopment,
is crushed.
The contltetinz forces of Mrs.
Eakins' high society
progressivism and Markham's
natural conservatism are the
driving forces behind Markham's,
emotional ",set.
The bod< assumes a moving
force and message with frequent
examples of the consequences of
Urban renewal. Redevelopment,
both alien and destructive to the
native urban quality and
character, parallels the
emotional breakdown of
Markham.
In an interview last Saturday,
Stone described his novel as a
reaction to his environment .
Although set in New London,
Stone remarked, it portrays the
fate of many American cities -
"being dislocated from its
surroundings with no care of its
roots d; the past." The title of the
hod< is a metaphor for both
Markham's life and the heritage
of the city of New London.
"Producing something mortal.
about 5:45 a.JJL on Wedoesday,
Feb. 2. None of the 58 passengers
aboard were injured
Flfly·f1ve of the passengers
were left stranded in Old
Saybrook just after the accident
when the engine, a baggage car,
anda sleeper car, which were not
derailed, were disconnected from
the rest of the train and continued
to Boston.
A bill arrived at the scene
about 8:35 to take these
passengers to their destination.
Chamber of Commerce aids ADF
The Southeastern Connecticut
Chamber of Commerce is close to
its goal of $1,500in donations to
help keep the American Dance
Festival in New London, as of
Sat. Feb. 5.
Chamber President, William
E. Lockwood said Friday that the
chamber needs only another $300 .
or so to reach its goals.
But, he added that the
businesses that tend to benefit the
most from the summer dance
festival, those that cater to out..,f-
town visitors, still haven't offered
a dime to the fund drive.
Most donations have been $25 to
$30 with a large $500 gift from
Pfizer Inc. of Groton.
.. 10 hUll \'\;110 Juc~ not know the
world is on fire, I have nothing to
say."
-Bertholt Brecht
EDUCATION IS JUST
A TOOL FOR
FITTING US INTO
THE SYSTEM
Dining Cont.
-co
-:
'"..
Producing 8IlIIletbing only to "TI
cle." c:
The book was one and a half !!'
years in- the making, at least "II
partly autobiographical, and C
accelted Immedtately with little a.
revision by Vanguard Press. ?=
Stone is now working on his
second novel wbich be describes
as a psychodrama set in the ;r
1890s.Here be is more detached !f
from his work, less emotional, C
and writiog in a more artistic ..
style. His writing is coming ~
easier now, but it is more
pressured-less for himself and
more for an audience.
Stone lives In an apartment on
Montauk Avenue. He is the
director of New London Land-
marks,Union Railroad Trust,
Inc., a non-profit historic
preservation organization
promoting the preservation of
local historic buildings. .
He has worked as a hor-
ticulturist at Harkness Park,
which emerges as the Eakins
estate in the novel, lor toe past
five swnmers. While working,
Stone remarked, he often feels
like a last solitary actor in a play.
Stone, in his lecture Thursday,
plans to discuss humantsttc
perspectives of urban develop-
ment. He will ezplain the needs
and implications· of urban
renewal and comment on the
ineffectual attempt of
redevelopment In New London in
relation to similar trenda In other
me\.T0\l0\ll.an areas.
'¥o'\low\n& \he \ec:\Ure, Wooue
~
sssss:s:ssssssssssssssssssssssssssSSSSSSSSSS&ss~ 'fftU u.\end \he UN" M1a\ra.
According to Torrey, another, Department open house In SmIth.
reason for the black woman's living room. All are invited to
alienation from these movements N -L d' Sh attend.
isherbeliefthatsheisiJia~- ew on on orts '
ferent situatIon from the wbite
woman.
The black woman is doubly
oppressed as a black, and as a
woman. "The two disadvantages
add together and do not, as some
have imagined, cancel each other
out," Torrey said.
Another sensitive area, which
Torrey touched on in her lecture
was the subject of white JJLan-
black woman relations. "If the
black woman escaped certain
kinds of oppression, she was also
subjected to another oppression
from which the black man was
usually exempi: the abuse of her
sex by the white man," e"Plained
Torrey.
In this chauvanistic world, the
victim d; rape is <iten treated as
if having gained something she
wanted. Torrey sees, "the black
woman as having been the white
man's sex object, as has the
white woman, but in a different
way."
The black woman. is not pie-
tured as being delicate and coy,
but rather as baving animal lust.
. forrey conclooeaher lecture
with thoughts on why followers of
women's movement and the
black movement should come
togetber and find common
grounds.
She said that the women's
movement needs black women
because "the special knowledge
and personal characteristics so
many black women possess are
needed' along with the con·
tribution they can make in
common with other women."
continDed from page one
They indicated that Harris has
a sufficient amount of space to
eliminate the over-crowding
problem.
Knight also remarked that the
food service is operating on an
''unreducible minimum budget"
at the IX"'sent time and rising
costs are forcing them to lQUkfor
alternatives.
Suggestions have included
centralized dining, consolidation
to two main dining facilities, or
centralized preparation and
distribution to the individual
dining halls.
Knight also said that the Ad-
ministration is "carefully
planning and putting together
alternatives to keep tbe food
program operational on its
oresent budget."
Ma. Voorbees also added that
the Florida freeze, the coffee
price jump, and rising food costs
will be an added burden to the
fou': hudget wbicb will have to-be
absorbed by ecommWng.
-.........
Detroit Symphony
Captivates Audiences
by Beall. G.,flDkel dulgent orgies and the diabolical
>- Tbe debut of the Detroit witches were brought to life in
:;; 8,mphOriy Orchestra in Palmer Palmer by the magic of
C Auditorium last Thursday MussorgskY,'s music.
... evening met with considerable A captivated audience listened.! SllCcesB by a crowd composed of warily acquiescent ending. and
bolb young and old Classical then beartily applauded to
~ Music enthusiasts. commend the periormance and
.:: Not only the beautiful sound rejoice over their return from a:s ,emanating from the orchestra, Night on Bald Mountain.S but also the graceful and often Bela Bartok's Concerto NO.2
e, dynamic movements of the which was completed in 1938has
conductor. AldoCeccato, kept the been described as "thoroughly
audience well entertained. Bartokian, thoroughly and
The crowning glory 01. this uninhibitedly nationalistic and
eventful evening was found in the filled with folk melodic
selection of perfonned pieces elements ...• A pervasive sound of
which included Modest playfulness evinced by the violins
Mussorgsky's vivifying Night on was soon disrupted by a more
Bald Mountain. Bela Bartok's -striking sound emanating from
Concerto No. 2 for Violin and lbe entire orchestra.
Orchestra. and Peter I1yich The music accumulated a sort
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No.6 in of vibrancy as the piece unfolded
B minor. Op. 74 (Pathetique). before the eager listeners.
For those 01. you who succumbed The first movement (Allegro
to the passions of study or folk non troppo) ended so resolutely.
music. allow me to elaborate s bit' that even the more informed
on the three pieces which members of the audience obeyed
motivat~d even the most n;ticent their instinct to applaud. The
0/. classical buffs to hail the second movement evoked a rich
concert in spurts of bravo. ,color shceme of tones and lulled
As described in the program all in Palmer to a soothing
guide. Night on Bald Mountain is temperament.
"a P9rtrayal of an unearthly Finally. the third movement
celebration by the forces of evil. reinstituted the hard driving
atop at win_ett mountain," quality which was evidenced in
The Black Maas ritual., the in- the beginning. The performing
by Stephanie Bowler ahead when we occasionally care
1976will not be remembered as to glance back.
• a vintage year for American "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's
films. Yet one movie will stand Nest" will be shown on Friday
out among the mediocre corn- and Saturday evenings at 8:00.
petition. "One Flew Over The M·A-8-H. one of' the most
Cuckoo's Nest" took ten years to hilarious films of the last decade.
reach the screen and when it was really needs no introduction.
,finally produced under the starring Elliot Gould. Donald
direction of Milos Foreman. the ' Sutherland. Sally Kellerman and
reason for the delay became Robert Duvall. this 1970comedy
apparent. was director Robert Allman's
The Ken Kesey novel had been first commercial success and
waiting for a great actor to gain was a bold and satirical success
the prominence needed to carry as well.
off the role of R.J. MacMurphy. M·A-8-H is a sophiscated flim
That actor was Jack Nicholson blending hurnor with overdoses of
and it is his portrayal of Mac- operating room gore and cool wit.
Murphy that gives this film a Most everyone has seen M-A-S-H
quality that' would be deemed once but its hurnor is worth a
exceptional in any year. second viewing.
From the moment RJ. Mac- M-A-S-H will be presented by
Murphy is released from hand- the Film Society on Sunday
cuffs in the corridor of the evening. Fe!ruary 13. at 8:00
hospital. Nicholson plays the p.m,
actor entering a new theater. No "Never On Sunday." a 1960
one who sees this film will forget comedy directed by'Juies Uassin
For those who enjoy folk music. by numerous anecdotes. told in a the look on MacMurphy's face is certainly one of the mosi
good news! The recently formed personal easy-going style. and his when he discovers that the giant memorable Greek contributions
Conn. College Folk Club will be innovative additions to the songs. Indian is not really deaf and to film to reach American
providing lbe campus with folk such as yodeling and imitations dumb. audiences in recent years. The
. - 01. H rb Albe d th T' . Though the character of RJ. film stars Dassin as a somewhatmusIC. e rt an e 18luana Ma Murph h b bl'Bill Staines, a traditional folk Brass. c y as been somewhat urn 109 but likeable character
singer. perlormed.ln era. iaat Folk singing brings out unjustifiably canonized who comes to Greece "in scllrch
Nicholson's periormance cannot' of the t th"Thursday evening as part of the nostalgia and cameraderie in ru .
club's program. almost everyone. even for those be faulted. Joining Bogart as he He encounters a flashy and
Slaines hails from Boston. hearing It for the first time. It·s !roods over • half empty gm oplOwnated prostitute (Melina
Mass •• and bas been periorming simple and it's fun. bottle and Ga~ie as he demon· Marcouri) and comedy ensues.
iD the New England area for a Bill Staines !roug)lt songs and strates the finer poiQts of hitch- Melina Mereouri was nominated
IIImber 01. years. He has a lively lIIories from his iraveJs around hiking. NicholsOll. with his blue for an Oscar for her per-
priarmance, delighting the the cOUllt1y; lbe Folk Club will cap. g1intlOg eyes and million formance.
ZI • W'iIb bIa lDlIIic. IIriag more performers on dollar smile will return to haunt "Never On Sunday" will be
...... lD8IlCll!ToiS~ L-:..._ ..z .. __ ... _ .. e............__ mo"'..._"'vi..e..a..:: ...:es_in.... those.... _y ..e"'ar"'s_~;6;"., ;":;.,8;;;~.;;::O;;,W.:;;:p~:.esday.Fe!ruary~
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Folk Concerts On Campus
( --......... '.,
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Chris Phinney and Will Swan play atthe Coffehouse.
A Coke
Or A Coffeehouse?
by Donna Bandville These evenings are sponsored
What can you buy for the paltry by the Chapel Board and capably
sum of a quarter? A can of coke. run by Sim Glaser and Scott
perhaps. or admission to the David. They are aided by
Coffeehouse held every Saturday Evelyne Pinkus and Dawn
night from 9:30-12:30 in tbe Wheatley who are responsible for
Chapel basement. the epicurean delights provided.
The Coffeehouse features Jay Krasner helps in the role of
student musicians and comics in talent scout.
an intimate. candlelit at- On an average night about 150
mosphere conducive to con- people pass through the
versalion. It provides an alter- basement door and the 'exor-
nalive to the crowded en- bitant' admission price allows the
virooment of the all campus Coffeehouse to break just about
party. even.
Performers this year have
included vocalist Dianne Argyris.
folk guitarists Will Swan and
Chris Phinney. the popular Jazz
Ensemble. The Glitter Band, and
Richie Newbold playing guitar
rags. Comics Dave Cruthers
(eyup, a little Maine humor) and
Walter Palmer have also ap-
peared. Original material has
been performed by pianists Scott
Caiamar and Jack Wade.
Next week's performers are
Bob Markowitz and Vance
Gilbert. and the following week a
folk-country group with
professional experience named
"Mary-Anne" will play. New
talent is aiways being sought. and
If you are interested in per-
forming. contact Sim Glaser at
443-3696.
solo violinist assumed the
djnamicism of this piece and
managed to shed some threads
from his bow during a very ef-
fective performance.
Although the first part 01. the
concert was without a doubt.
enthralling, the final piece by
Tchaikovsky won the adulation of
the entire audience. The Sixth
Symphony (Patelique) was
completed in 1893and periormed
just ten days before the death of
the illustrious composer. The
dramatic and romantic elements .
evoked by the violins are
reminiscent of Tschalkovsky's
Vi01iJl Concerto in D.Op. 35. also a
piece worth listening- to.
This concert was a wondertul
prelude to what is in store for
eager listeners during the course
01. the semester. On Tuesday.
Fep, 22nd Paul Tobias (cellist)
will be performing. Then on
March 31st, Palmer Auditorium
will play host to the eminent
violinist. Issac Stern. who will
accompany the Hartford Symp-
shony.
It would be absurd for you not
to desert' your carrel for an
evening of sheer listening delight.
If further inducement is
necessary, you need only regard
the monetary savings ($8.00
tickets for $2.00with Conn. I.D.).
Film, Previews
�---.III!I--------------------------
Words On Black Plastic
By CbrIs ZIDgg seem to be tbe instrument most
Witb tbe unprecedented' abused and most contrary to the
l"'pularity of soul and jazz mustc notion of true jazz.
at its peak, the American public A good eumple of bow not to
bas recently witnessed another use strings is the latest albizn by
step in the ewlution ri. popular Stanley Turrentine, "The Man
music. The latest mutation, as it With The Sad Face" (Fantasy).
were, is a grafting of these two Turrentine should be more tban
styles into one. Disco-jazz, for sad after bearing the final effeel
lack of a better name, is the of the full string and horm section
result and it bas alienated as employed bere.
many people as it bas attracted. Turrentine bas never chosen to
Tbe "crossover artist" (a play bis own material and bis
musician who crosses over the cover versions of other people's
boundary of one musical style) is songs bave never impressed me.
a relatively new entity in tbe But his cboice of songs on this
business but be is becoming in- album is simply poor. "Love
creasingly evident - for a good Hangover" and "Mighty High,"
reason. A jazz .artist who once both disco hits, are not jazz,
unable to make any commercial especially wben submerged in a
bead way is now able to do so syrupy sea of strings. Turren-
merely by sacrificinga degree of line's latest venture into disc",
his musical integrity and by jazz doesn't even deserve the
adding funkiness to bis music. plastic it's pressed in.
Herbie Hancock, on his
"Headhunters" album, was the
first major artist to make tbis
move and it is now conunon
practice for jazz perlonners to
add tbe disco beat to their music
in order to holster their record
sales. All of tbis offends tbe
devout bazz afficianoo to no end.
For jazz lovers in tbe
Metropolitan area tbe aban-
donment of an exclusively jazz
format by New York's last
stalwart, WRVR, was tbe final
indication tbat, for better or
worse, tbe marriage of soul and
jazz is bere to stay.
I've already mentioned Herbie
Hancock so perhaps it's best to
start with him. Since
-"Headhunters," Hancock has
released three albums on
Columbia implementing the
basic fonnula be used on tbat
L.P. He complements bimself
witb excellent musicians wbo
improvise around a relatively
simple melody line, always
making sure tbat the music IS
danceable.
Since that turning point album,
Hancock bas subsequently added
guitar, horns, and vocals, ,at the-
same time reducing. his own
performances to a bare
minimum. Perbaps be makes
records on tbe tbeory that tbere
will always be people like me who
keep buying them in the hopes of
finding tbat be bas awoken fr0','l
his musical slumber. As of this
writing, he hasn't.
Chicb Corea, another keyboard
player wbose roots are steeped in
jazz, bas just released a t>y'"
record set entitled "My SpanlSb 10:00 •
Heart." (Polydor) Those people 12:30
who bave lost faith in Corea may
lind a certain amount of solace in PM
lIis latest effort. The album
features botb acoustic and
eleelric, solo and group per-
fonnances.
Corea is assisted by Steve
Gadd, a talented young drUI!.!·
mer, Stanley Clarke, tbe bassist
Corea worked with in Return To
Forever, and Jean-Luc Ponty,
the Fr,encb violinist.
Tbe album title refers to 5:30 •
Corea's rekindled interest in 8:00
Spanish music and tbe album
features Flamenco as well as
Latin and African influences. The
only aspeel of the al bum whicb
bothers me is Corea's occasional
use of a string quartet.
While we're on the subjeel of
strings, it's worth noting that,
nexl to tbe disco beat, stnngs
George _on (onBree.ztn')
Tbe one jazz artist wbo incurs
more wratb tban any other at this
pcint is probably George Benson.
Jazz devotees claim he has sold
out and they use bis last album,
"Breezin" as their proof. After
two decades as a professional
jazz guitarist, Benson had
produced a bit single and a bit
album to boot. The single, "This
Masquerade," also marked
Benson's singing debut. Well, for
those of you wbo were distressed
by Benson's crass corn-
mercialism, the news continues
to be bad, but fortbose of you wbo
bave only discovered bim
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through "Breezin", the news is
quite the opposite.
Benson bas jlllt released a
follow-up to last summer's L.P.
entitled "In Flight" and it's good.
Benson is smart enough to stick
with a successful fonnula and tbe
new album features the same
musicians as before. Because be
plays less guitar and sings more
- only two of the six seleelions
are pure instrumentals - the
''new'' Benson is bound to lose
more of bis jazz following.
But, unlike other jazz artists
who bave copped out in order to
make more money, Benson bas
merely emerged from bis cocoon
to reveal another facet of his
talent wbicb is bis voice. His
vocals most closely resemble
those of Stevie Wonder; in fact,
his version of "Everytbing Must
Change" sounds remarkably
similar to Stevei's "Allin Love Is
Fair" from the album "In-
nervisions.' ,
On "In Fligbt," Tommy
liPuma's production, work
continues to be crisp and clear,
focusing on Harvey Mason's
precise drumming. Although bis
new sound is funkier and bipper,
Benson proves tbat be's still ~"\:::;~~~~;X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
capable to swing in tbe Wes
Montgomery jazz style on songs
like "The Wind And 1." And his
vocals on songs like "Genna Love
You More" are happy and in-
feclious.
In the case of George Benson,
with tbe marriage of jazz and
soul, the world may have 'lost a
pure iau. guitarist but i.t's gained
one soulful singer.
By tbe way, it's apparently
official. Tbe days of the $6.96 list
price for albums are gone. You
can expect 10 pay $4.89 at tbe
cheapest when companies raise
the list price a dollar for all
records. Just to be tricky, tbe
companies are breaking in tbe
new price on their most assured,
best-selling artists (like Pink
Floyd and Queen) knowing full
well that a bungry public will pay
any price. Oh well
(Mr. Zingg is Music Direelor of
Connecticut College's own radio
station, WCNI-FM.)
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THECONCERTSCENE
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Feb. " KISS \\art\ord c.'v'c. Cen\er
Feb. '" Ames c.oUon6and S\\aboo, VoI'\\\man\\c.
Feb. '8.''''z\ec. ,. ...o-S\e1> S\\aboo. VoI'\\'man\\c.
Feb. 22 Marsha II Tucker Springfield Civic center
Feb. 23 Herbie Hancock Bushnell, Hartford
Feb. 25 Genesis Bushnell, -Hartford
Feb. 26 Renaissance Palace Theater, Waterbu
Mar. 13 Pure Prairie League· Woolsey Hall, Yale ry
Kenny Rankin
Mar. 25 Fleetwood Mac
Mar. 31, Jethro Tull
Apr. I Electric Light Orch.
Hartford Civic Center
New Haven Cofisium
Hartford Civic Center
Robin
ElmS.
I
~----_......._------•
TIl'ESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
Lisa Lex Betsy
Podoloff R1cbardson Smltb
Royce Debe caroline
Becker Coben Boyce
FRIDAY SAT Poetry Forum
Viki BIll
Fitzgerald Sheffield
Gary .- Jim SCal SubMark Decker Giarman RotationGrossman Jacobson
Bob Laura
Tim ilarrY
Nancy Hawick Dempsey GrossGreen Breen
Scot Caroline Ilenlla
Raymond Tom
Garllnlu!l Negron KadzlsMackinnon Boyce
warren Keith
SCth Butcb
Ellen Ritter T1ven CruzCatbcart Klotz
SCoU BIll
Win Meaghan
Chris Farrel Morgan o'eoaneUZingg Calamar .~q.z:t.,.:. ..
A Personal Review Of Haley's Roots
1: by DeIlenJI_ U1ebaa
g The week from January 23
W lbnlaIh January 30 sbailleave an
• ilIdeIIble mark in the history rir televlaion. For this was the week
IL lbat millions of Americans
..: watcbed lbe televised adaptation
::_riAles Haley's best selling novel,
"Roots."t ACcord1.ng to Newsweek, liAs
..
~ DlIKIy as 30 million people watclr
4!d the sbow eacb night, ~ng
t "Roots" perhaps the most
IL popular program in T.V.
~ history."
.: For 12 emotion-packed hours
:a viewers experienced the
e development of one black man'sl. family that spanned over 300
years ri American history. The
saga began in lbe village of
Juffure Gambia In West Africa,
with the birth of a baby boy,
named Kunta Kinte. The year
was 1750.
Kunta Kinte grew up in
freedom and dignity in his native
village only to be captured and
enslaved by white slave runners
soon after his initiation rites.
From lbe moment Kunta Kinte is
shackled and stuffed into lbe
stifling confines of the slave ship,
through the years of his slavery
/wbere he is brutally whipped and
later renamed by slave catcbers,
he never forgets wbo he is and
where he came from.
Kunta passes his rich beritage
down to his daughter Kizzy. Kizzy
is subsequently raped by her
slave owner and thereby con-
ceives a son, Chic;$en George, 80
llImed 10. bIs skill In cock-
IiIll>tIn&. Geo<1Le'a aon. 'tom, and__ \Q ..., _ell. aa tbe C\'I\l
War ends. Finally aller several
encwnters with the Ku Klux Klan
lbey settle in Tennessee.
. Though the picture formally
r;;..
Umoja - an appeal for unity .
•
ends during tbis period of
Reconstruction, in an epilogue
Ales Haley fiUs in lbe missing
genel1ltions up to his 1922 birth in
New Yo~
The cast of "Roots" was im-
pressive. In addition to the fine
performances by Edward ABner
(lbe guilt ridden Christian ship
captain), Ralph Waite (lbe first
mate on lbe slave ship), Lorne
Green, Chuck Connors, Robert
Reed (as slave owners), Vic
Morrow, John Schuck, and Lloyd
Bridges (as overseers), "Roots"
provided a vehicle for noted
black actors and actresses to
demonstrate their acting ex-
cellence wilbin a dramatic motif.
Although in the past few years
we have seen an increasing
number of situation comedies
with black casts, there bas been a
real dearth of quality dramatic
programs which calf for black
roles, other than as pimps and
pusbers in crime shows.
. LeVar Burton, in his first
professional job out of the
University of Southern California
Drama School, was superb as the
young Kunte Kinte. He was able
\131 COlmIWD.\ca\e so weU the
pathos and degradation of
slavery both verbally and non.
verbally.
John Amos, as the adult Kunta
demonstrated the depth of m;
lr.~lrNlVl;"! ,
,
acting ability never rea!lzed
when he played in the situaiion
COfi!edy "Good Times. ,.
The versatility of Ben Vereen,
best known for his award-winning
performance in the Broadway
musical "Pippin," never stop-
ped. His role as Chicken George
seemed to have been written
especially for him.
Louis Gossett Jr. as Fiddler,
.esue Uggams as Kizzy, and
George Stanford Brown as Tom
all put in performances that will
no doubt be viewed later as
halhnarks in their respective
careers.
The American public was in-
troduced to Jamaican actress
'Madge Sinclair as Bell, Kunta's
wife. Hopefully we will be seeing
more of Miss Sinclair whose
portrsyal of Bell moved us to
tears d. sadness as she related
the story ri her two baby girls
who were cruelly sold away from
her by her first slave master.
The screen was graced by
performances by Cicely Tyson as
Kunta's mother" Thalmus
Rasulala as his father, and Maya
Angelou as his grandmother,
Though "Roots" .l].~9a message
for all Americans, both blae), and
white, I believe it had special
significance for black
Americans. For although the
story is specifically about Alex
Haley's family, on a broader
level it is the historical story of a
people.
Indeed if every black AmericaiJ
could have the opportunity to
trace their ancestry, similar
patterns would emerge. These
patterns would show Africans
from an array of tribes captured
and enslaved, miscegenation
occurring between black and
white, freedom existing in name
Slave Ship
by Ronaldo Rapp what extent, "n ''Iil!biguous
'It has become inc,,,asind" feeling about Unitt among many
obvious that some sort ' ~f students. Two factors contribute
to this aspect of the problem.
:~i!ffiUhL'I;)unbus. with apathet.iC' . Firstly, the Unity Center is
I'coperties has setlled OV01' ph, ysically removed from !be
Corineclicut College. The harmful 'r
off~. f this campus, an annoyance for lazy
e, ~ 0 cloud are felt all people used to short.walks. We
over by everyone.
Among those who realize the can oot do much about Unity's
locatiop, but this dislan ce can be
full effects of such pollution is il'
Ms. Ernestine Brown, Executive eas Y.kgnOredwhen interest by
Director of Unity Center, When the st ent body becomes a little
questioned about'ller part in the more intense than it is now.
Secondly, there is a lack of
struggle against such pollution, news about Unity. Most students
she was primarily interested in do not hear very much about
explainin~ some facts about Unity.' This. has a tendency to
Umty. She 'told us thai Unity tries od
to approach the college com- pr uce an Isolation which, tllal
or not ensts. To solve this
munity witb an attitude in ac- problem, I can add some
cordance with its philosophy. suggestions.
Unity, in its core, remains a It should be made obvious to
"cultural center designed to aid the various organizations clubs
students ill their quest for' "
19Jowledge of the Black and commltlees, and different
HislJ8nic cultures," the purpose classes that the Unity Center is
statedinitsgwdelines. This is the happy to, welcome the college
commumty (as J't has be ,'nhase on which Unily sustains. lf }Hd..l.lfestedto me). For exampL~.
Itse and justifies its existence. many classes usuaily spend one
This is done through open houses,t seS:-lOn a week, or une t:very ~"
poe 7Y readings, parties, rap often, for discussions. They cou..d
BeSSWllS, and an assorted mix- il t U
ture of cultural and social events. ens y mee at nity, as long as it
matches the Unity schedule.
I know there exists, but not to The same can be applied for the
only. and discrimination by
society being the real reality.
As a black woman viewing this
rc.cvtston phenomenon. my
emotions ran the gamut from
pride in a people who survived
and endured slavery, to sadness
that beautiful men, women and
children were once treated as
something less than human and
in some sectors of society still
are. My emotions also included
rage at a society which condoned
and encouraged the "peculiar
institution," to joy and love as I
viewed the many poignant
moments in the saga, such as
Kunta's birth in Africa and
Kizzy's birth in America.
After each segment of "Roots, n .
I was emotionally drained and
citen pensive in' mood. Even
though I've read my black
history and am fairly well in-
fonned about the details of
slavery and post Civil War
reconstruction days when the
KKK among other violent groups
came to the fore, the medium of
television and its images of the
recreated past made this history
so terribly real.
In an interview with Stephen
Zito, in the October 1976 issue of
"American Film," Alex Haley
summed up the impact of.
"Roots" upon the psyche of the
American people. "Tbe
American blacks have
traditionally been portrayed as
the least among the people of the
earth. Somehow when from
among us comes this thrust into
the past, this dignity and pride
and heritage and grasp of self,
then it is gripping to everyone
else," he said,
"Roots" was an experience I
sh.'l1Jnever forget. I'm sure many
"be!" share this feeling:
organizations, ch~i.>s, com-
mittees, etc. If this, is feasible,
many students would have a
chance to see Unily without
feeling like peeping Toms' or
Wlinvited guests. This would
serve as a bridge as long as
people do not assume Unity to he
another classroom. Yet, this is
only one half of the problem.
The second half of the problem
is the apatby. Of it, most of us are
blamed, or none at aB. It does not
rJ1atter how much time a'1o dfaft
some people spend organizing if
no one cares.
Of course, it is true thaT.some of
the things offered on campus are
rather uninteresting. Yet, I
believe that Unity is an exeption
to this. Unity has a lot to offer,
but lbe Unity people won't come
up to campus to peddle their
stuff. An interest has to rise
among the students.
This interest, I have no doubt,
shall be amply reoiprocated by
the goodwill of the people at
Unity. This is one way to combat
the apathy we all assume foreign
to us, yet wbich we ail feed upon.
One does not eliminate apathy
by ignoring it.
-
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Editor's note - In an attempt to .. . mcrease com-
municatlons on this campus and k th. . t ti ma e e Ad·mmrs ra Ion more responsive to th ddesi f e nee sandesrres 0 the students, Pundit has decided to
weekl~ c?lum~ entitled "Go ask Oakes." run a
Be~l~nmg.with next week's issue, the column will
be dlv~ded mto two parts. The first part will be
comprls~d of a question and answer session with
the President; the questions will come from the
camp.us community at large. If you have any
~uestlons, complaints, or concerns that you would
like Mr. Ames to address himself to please m '1
tthemh.toPundit, PO 1351. He is anticipating so~~
oug res so let's not let him down.
The second haIf of the column appears below
The success. or failure of this column depends
large~y. on this campus' degree of activism _
PU~dlt ISmerely a servant to that sprit. Aren't yo
CUriOUSabout anything? u
'fhe Pundit quesllon thlB week
Is: Do you think Student
Government Association at
Connecllcut College IB effective?
"No, I don't think Student
Government is effective because
they don't have a real say in the
decisions here. The Ad-
ministration listens but does
what it wants anyway. The Ad-
ministration has the school's
long-term interests at heart while
tile students' concern is more
short-term oriented." - Senior
-o
;:'
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Photo by PowellRon Anc~um and the Black Voices of Pride perform for
prospective freshmen over minority students' week den .
Conn's Minority Admissions
"Maybe, it could lie, but I don't
think the students , ..ow how to
effectively transmit their views
They don't know how to best use
the existing system to produce
their needs." - Sophomore
by Lynn McKelivy
'VJinority I ecruumenr at
COTV.l ~;-:LJt College needs help,
acco rurug lU .Ron Ancrum
Assistant Director of Admission~
and general counselor for
minority students.
This helps not so much in at-
tracting students to the school
but in offering the minority
students, programs and ep-
-portunmes catering to their in-
t~rests and needs. This would
provide motivation for him to
stay.
Open House programs are
offered each fall, giving
prospective f.reshmen the cnance
to attend classes and '-'Hi, ...
student life. One such progrr.::I' I":
devoted ezclusivclv ro
minorities. This' past faU at-
tendance was down as compared
WIth recent years because the
program, according to Ancrwn
did not include an overnight stay.
. Besides the Open HoUaes there
18 .a ~eneml attempt. by the ad·
IIUSSlOns staff to contact blacks In
a wider geographic area. "We
ar~ trying to expand our
penmeters," said Ancnun, who-
has been reaching out to the Mid-
Atlantic., Southern, and Mid-
Wesl regions of the country to
inform qualified blacks Ii.Conn's
existence.
Approximately 5O-per cent of
J11UIontystudents are from New
England private or public
schools, but most of the
remaining half are from city or
low-income mvironments. An·
crum realizes that Connecticut
College is "not a household-
neme," and be concentrates. on
attracting students who other-
wise might not consider Conn .•
Minority enrollment has been
increasing slightly over the past
fPw years although there is a
decrease projected for the Class
Ii. 1981.
There is a positive aspect to the
current applications. For the first
time there are five Early
Decision candidates which could
potentially fonn a solid base for
the upcoming freshmen class
minority enrollment.
There is quite a low retention
rate of minority students, and the
fact leads to the problem of
minority affairs at Conn.
The average freshmen class
has 2l}-25black members; this
year's senior class began with 26
four·years ago. 11have remained
to graduate. Few leave for
academic or financial reasons'
most students seem to find th~
academic life stimulating, and
the financial aid program has
proved quite adequate.
The reasons for the small
percentage of minority students
at Conn. and the high attrition
rate, deserve to be closely
scrotinized There are voids in
the admissions process. Neither
students presently attending the
college, nor alwnni are over·
enthusiastic about spreading the
word Ii. Conn's great appeal to
minority students, Ancrum said.
According to Mr. Ancrum, to
attract minority students to
Conn, there must be something
bere to interest them; they must
be fulfilled enough to want to
stay. At the same time they must
S,harea trust with the rest of the
f,lmrr,unily.
Ancrum feels that without this
continued on page twelve
"I don't know, I feel very
removed from Student Govern-
ment here." - Frestunan
"I didn't even know it existed."
- Freshman
"Idon't think it is used. It has
the potential to do a lot more but
students don't take advantage of
it. Many more people need to get
involved." - Senior
"Yes, I. think that Student
Government has some pullan
some issues. If they get the whole
student body behind them they
can cause change. Otherwise,
they only ask for what they know
they can get." - Junior Minority Housing Policies"It works very well on trivial
matters, which is all they ever
care about. Yes, 1 guess it
works." - Senior roommates regardless of race,
Dean Watson replied, "It's easier
for whites to say that. You can't
wish it on people iust because
that's the way it sbould be."
Dean Watson explained that in
the past, some students made life
Iretty miserable" for liuicks.
Freshmen roommates may
already have enough problems
without having racial problems
added to the list.
On roolIUIl8te switching, Ron
Ancrum, Assistant Director of
Admissions said, "You don't
want the reason to be a reason of
race. We don't want to deal with
that type of problem."
Ancrum added, "There is a
need for housing minority
students wgether." As to wbether
rooming blacks and whites
together would rlose tbe sup'
posed commWlicauon gap bet-
ween races, Ancrum said,
I<Friends become friends when
they have common friends." He
did not think that roomin,!!
minorities and whites wgether
would chan~e the situation.
Dean Watson concluder. by
s;,.)'~~;,gshe w\.o.lldJJswn tv any
51J,ggestions ;..~~ students. "I
would he very sensitive to black
students, though, since they are
the minority and the ones the
pressure is on."
black dorm. Vinal, a co-operative
donn, was renovated into Unity
House.
The placement of Blackstone in
the campus lottery triggered an
increase in the limit on students
moving together from four to
eight. This transition year also
guaranteed black students
central campus housing
(Larrabee, Smith-Burdick,
Quad) if they so desired.
The present rooming policy
was made in consultation with
representatives from the Afro-
American Society (a group
concerned with cultural and
social events) and BSQE (Black
Students for Quality Education-
an association concerned with
black curriculum), according to
Margaret Watson, Dean of
Student AHiurs. "They· made the
suggestion that Ill.u1Crrity ~tu-
dents might be more comfortable
roomil1~ 'U!!)~l.u~rwoen they were
freshmen," she said.
As it currently stands, fresh-
men minority students are put in
doubles with other minority
students. If a student specifically
asks other wise, housing will try
to accomodate their request.
In responding to whether there
would ever be llblind housing,"
that is arbitrary selection of
Housing for minority student's
has undergone evolutionary
changes since Blackstone's
initiation as an all black dOrI1jL
Resulting from req nests from
several black students during
President. Shain's ad-
ministration, BlackstOne housed
only black women until HEW
stepped in during the winter of
1974.
Blackstone's tenure as an all
black dorm occured during a
time when there was Wl e\' en
smaller number of minorities at
Conn than exists today. Unity
House had not yet been born, and
Blackstone was forced to serve
both residential and cultural
purposes.
Oniy students who requested
that donn lived Ibere, and it was
not filled to- capacity.
Mythological rumors like "the
doors are locked even during the
day" and "Blacksione has its
own car" lurked, thereby
deepening a rift between black
and white students.
After an investigation by the
New England branch of the Civil
Rights Division of Health,
Education, and Welfare in
Boston, it was suggested to the
college that Blackstone be
eliminated as an exclusively__ --.;::..:..-..2-_--1
."It has the power to express
views but I don't feel that
students are aware of enough of
the Issues. i believe a small group
representing student interests is
vital and the Administration does
listen." - JWlior
"I don't think the selection
process is very representative.
Noone inmy clasS knows who the
ciass president it. All the Student
Government does is forward
their own opinions." - Fresh-
man
"Yes, I'm sure it does but I'm
not too interested" - F~shman
"I think that Student Govern-
ment possesses minimal power at
the school. Important decisions
are made by others." - Senior
Got a Pain?c:
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Ii. by KImberly Toy Re)'llolda
Over 200 studenIB, parenIB and
members d the callege com-
mllllity packed their way into
Hale Laboratory to see Dr. Sung
J. Liao give a lecture and
demonstration on acupllllcture.
This special event on Tuesday,
Feb. I was sponsored by the
Chinese Department.
Tbe philosophy bebind
acuplllcture dates back to tbe
ancient Chinese yin and yang
theory of tbe opposing yet
complementary forces. As ap-
plied to acupuncture, this yin and
yang theory de als witb the
restoration of the balance be-
tween the negative and positive
forces of the body.
The mystery of scupuncture
here in the Western world results
from the fact tbere is no scientific
basis for why it works and
.therefore people tend to believe
'that it doesn't work. Dr: Liao
pointed out, "It doesn't always
work. The worst thing that could
happen is that it !yon't work."
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Dr. Liao began bis lecture by
sbowing slides and describing
present day acupuncture.
Througbout his 90 minute lecture,
Dr. Liao elllJX1asizedtheiact that
in many cases acupuncture
works, but that no one can really
9Plain why.
I
The impressibly small needle is held in Dr. Uao's
fingertips.
-
systems to make one. By ap-
plying acupuncture to one of the
rabbits, the threshold of pain was
raised also in the other rabbit.
This suggests that there must
have been some chemical change
in the blood they were sharing.
Dr. Liao displays the curing needle before the packed
house.
Much of the research shows
that when the acupuncture
needles are implanted at cerIain
nerve points, the pain impulse is
either blocked from transmitting
to the spinai cord, or blocked
from oeing received by the brain.
Acupuncture has relieve pains
such as headaches, toothaches,
10\'er back-ache, menstrual pain
alld also "phantom pain'" often
suffered by amputees. Some of
Dr. Liao's slides showed
examples of acupeneture used as
an anesthetic in operations such
lIS open heart surgery and the
removal of brain tumors, as well
as in simpler operations such as
toosilJectomies.
There is also some evidence
that acupUllcture can cause a
chemical response in the blood
whicbmay alter the perception of
pain. Dr. Liao explairioo and
showed slides of a cross-
transfusion experiment between
two rabbits.
In the esperiment a vein of one
rabbit was connected with an
artery of the other rabbit
combining their two circulatory
A word to the wise: Despite the
fact that many good things have
comsfrom acupuncture, Dr. Liao
stated that irritating side effects
may sometime occur I such as the
development of abscesses at
acupmcture points.
Dr. Liao cautioned listeners
against expectations that
acupmcture can cure any ill. He
said that researchers have found
no evidence t~support the diet
fad notion that implanting a
surgical slaple in an ear can
curb an appetite.
An acupuncture needle, on the
other hand bas been shown to
stunt an appetite.
In addition to being an
acupUllcturist, Dr. Liao is also a
licensed doctor. For the past six
years, he has been practicing
acupuncture one day a week in
Waterford.
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The needle is delicately tWirled as it enters Mr Ch '
forearm. . u s
]1te l!"planted needle in the skin. Mr. Chuexplained that
he experienced no sensation at all.
-
The acupuncture needle is thrust into the skin.
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Singing DJ's Laurels
Alice Jobnson, acting dean of
"'"wi.... lbe college, is a multi-ta1ented
and motivated woman wbose
efforts bave been concentrated in
the areas of administrating,
teacbing, writing and public
speaking.
Whether teaching an English
Seminar, talking on tbe David
Susskind Sbow, or acling as
President of the Association of
Women Deans and Counselors,
Alice Johnson exhibits ex-
traordinary ability.
Ms. Johnson received ber A$.
from Boston University in 1945
and bas since been tbe recipient
of grants, fellowships, teaching
and administrative positions.
instructor ol Englisb until '58. By
1007sbe bad received ber Ph.D.
from the Univ. of Wisconsin.
Ms. Johnson came to Conn. in
1958as Dean of Freshmen and
Assistant ·Professor of English.
By 1969she was appointed Dean
of the College while maintaining
ber position as Eng. Prof.
By 1974 sbe became a full
prolessor of English. In 1976,Ms.
Johnson was honored to be the
acling Dean ol the College and
accepted, but continued teaching
a seminar for American Studies
majors.
Ms. Johnson's participation in
Conn. College programs included
Return-to-College Program,
Committee on Foreign Study,
Twelve Coll~ge Exchange, Inter-
Peter Gomes: Harvard's
First Black Minister
Gomes Brings
The Word
By NlUIeY RoCkett·
Reverend Peter J. Gomes; the
first black Minister In tbe
Memorial Cburcb al Harvard
.University; will give a sermon
entitled "Content and Form" at
lbe Harl<ness Chapel on Smday,
Felruary 13.An ordained Baptist
MInialer, Rev. Gomes is also a
professor at Harv""d's Divlnily
Scboo~ an author, and lecturer.
A Dalive of Plymoutb, Mass~
Prof. Gomes' scholarly interests
have concerned the Pilgrims of·
Plymouth and the larger Puritan
movement of whicb they were a
pa-t. He bas written and lectured
on the Pilgrims both in England
llIId America. SInce 1969be bas
preached dlring the summer at
lbe Diocese of Wlncbester in
Hampshire, England.
Rev. Gomes is co-autbor of the
Bod< Theology and History In
Pilgrim Literature (Garland,
1975), and is the author of essay-
reviews for a variety of historical
periodicals sucb as the New
England Quarterly.
He graduated from Bates
College with an A.B. degree in
bistory and from Harvard
.Divinity School in 1966 witb the
degree of S.T.B. In June 1974
be was awarded the degree of
Doctor of Divinity from New
England College in Henniker,
N.H. During lhal year' Rev.
Gomes was appointed Plummer
Professor of Christian Morals
and Minister In the Memorial
Cblrch.
From 1945 to '4hhe was offered a
Teaching Fellow in the Englisb
Dep. ~t~.U. at which time she
received ber M.A. Ms. Johnson
then moved to Tenl1~oY·~to teacu
English at the University of
Tennessee.
From 1949-52 sbe became a ......... _
teaching assistant of Englisb at
Univ. of Wisconsin and in 1953 I.=~.iiiii
was bonored with the annual
Beatrice-Bakrow Kaufman
Fellow in the Creative Arts. In
1953, Ms. Johnson returned to
Boston University to teach
English until '55 wben sbe moved
on to Wellesley College to be an
Minority Admissions Cont.
contlnaed from page nine
trust lbere can never exist a free
flow a commmicalion between
all members of the cnmmmity-
black and white - and neither of
lbese requirements are met al
,Com:
He stressed lhal black students
m bave separate needs lhal must
be met, both culturally and
socially. Since Social IloIIrd is
composed of while students to a
large extent, nalurally events are
.going to be sponsored that satisfy
lbe white commllllity.
The Black Voices <I Pride
reflects a greal desire to sbare
black heritage and culture. yet,
because college orgain,ations
.are prohibited from
discriminalion in any way, the
choral group is forced to raise
their own fmds.
The crt bere is not for
segregated activities. Ideally the
black and white communities
should share an appreciation of
"""b olber's Interests.
The desires of tbe black
community are not fulfilled,
Ancrum said. In.addltion, tbere.is
no administrative position whicb
can coonsel the minority students
on tbeir specific problems.
Many minority students feel
. thal the college is Incapable or
mwilling to deal with their
particular problems of ad-
justment. Ancrum concluded that
, for minority enrollment to ex-
paid, Connecticut must offer
incmtive for blacks to altend
with the knowledge that they will
have four years of satisfaction
not only academically, but also
socially.
'Dean Alice
Disciplinary lvIajor Comm.,
Westminister-Conn. College
exchange, Conn. Faculty
Nomination Committee, Ad-
visory Board to the Office of
Commllllity Affairs, and Chapel
Beard.
Away from the college; Ms.
Johnson was invited to be tbe
keynote speaker at Bowdoin for a
New England College Con-
ference. Between 1965and '67 she
served as state president of the
Association of Women Deans and
Counselors in Washington, D.C.
Ms. Johnson has also bad
public exposure through
magazines and newspapers
ranging from Seventeen
Magazine in 1967to the Hartford
Times and the New London Day.
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Give It Back
To The Indians
This ad aet'.ally appeared on inauguration day in a Waabington daily newspaper.
Anilouncing a limited edtim~. llistudealCommemorative Plaque. . .
AC1UAL SOR. fROM
1HE 13 ORIGINALCOLONIfS.
President Ji~ Carter ~
this Plaque uill hang in theWite House.
Never before las so !iPfClal and so lMllCluean otlef been 1Nde. Now)'Oll
can 0IlI'Il oJUlhentlColled ~ d real solllrom eactI 01 the or'Cl~ J 3
colcr1lil stat •.
Thrs speca' HlsIO'Ul Corrvrem:rllrw Plaque! I'IandsomeIy
~ 13 plMtlC--encased sod sa"1)IIIln an _Iract ..... and d1S1JnclM!
mamer. AdetMled~ llluslraiestr.e 13staIes. MldadesUI!lIrve
teeend (ke)oed to the INIP) hsts SCfllI1eant battles In tU" COl.f'Ilry·sleM
lor " dq:iadti lo!. Such events as Arnold's IIWrcn on Quebec..111e MuUe
Mend l..eIlmctanand COl'con!.~ cr~ the ~e ..wI
Ihft n VI\'Idty cIlled to rrnl.
n.s UI'IIQUe PtaqueWIII be i Wft-uneaddllOl to your 1lOII'Ie0l Clke.
MIllItl ~ to cone 1IIlIIbe a ctlerlShed posse$SlOI'l .. ..a true larIIltr . •
hen1otm. • ,... ...... c.w. .
For i limited lime anIy. ft1rs CalillthD.bore Plaque IS"'~ it the rntroductOl)' pOol $19.95(D1u5 $1 0':
stwoorrc aOO N!ldh"g). ORDER BY PHONE TClOAY.
•
Letters to the
Open letter to the Academic' and
Adrninistratlve Procedures
Committee:
111ewriting of this notice bas
been prompted by certain dif-
ficulties I have experienced in
lIlY attempt to enroll in a nigilt
course taught here on campus.
The course is Psycbology 203E.
an Introduction to Jungian
psycbology, which I was in-
formed I bad to petition for in
order to enter.
A petition consists of writing
rot your reasons for wanting to
take the course. and then ob-
taining the signatures of the
instructor. faculty adviser. and
dean. I submitted my completed
form to the Exceptions Com-
mittee, wbose function it is to
decide wbicb students are to be
allowed into the course,
presumably on the basis of their
reasons as stated on the petition.
Three days later my petition was
returned to me. denied, with the
following sentence typed at the
bottom of tne page: "If the
course were to be approved to
count toward the major. the
committee might bave bad a
different judgement about the
matter."
A friend of mine bad also
petitioned to enter the class. His
academic background, as far as
tile psycbology classes taught at
Conn. are concerned. is virtually
identical with mine. He was
accepted by the committee.
Needless to say, this aroused my
curiosity as to the Procedures
used by the Exceptions Com-
mittee in making their decisions.
Upon speaking with Dean
Tehennepe it was revealed to me
tIlat. in essence, the reason I bad
been denied was for failure to fill
out a 3x5form card declaring my
major as psychology. I was also
informed of a blanket rule
covering all night courses taught
on campus. which is. that they
are simply not open to Conn.
students.
;~l~~...lc WCl03 t'J. v~~ti enu
instated by the Academic and
Administrative Procedures
Committee during the initial year Dear Editors.
of night courses, a program A matter bas come to our at-
originally designed!or use by the tention, and probably to most of
general public in the New London yours also, regarding the
area. management of WOO.
In view of this procedure the The Board of WCNI bas been
job of the Exceptions Committee mosteffeclive with regards to the
becomes. quite literally, to make upkeep of the radio station and
exceptions to this rule, allowing especially the new renovations
certain students to take the that have been done. However,
course for credit. there has also been incocporated
Reasons behind the formation within the funclions of WOO a
of this rule are numerous, the number of new rules and
strongest being the fact that regulations tbat tend to be totally
neither the instructors nor the unnecessary and which appear-
structures of the courses at times - to be a form of in-
themselves are screened by the timidation not only to veteran
college administration. D.J.s but to the newer D.J.s as
The general administrative well.
attitude surrounding night Reference is being made to the
courses as a whole is that they new requirement for a 3rd class
are just not demanding or license which, according to :be
I ed FAC, isootneeded to operate a 10
re evant enough to be plac on a watt station; it sbould be added
par with courses taught in the that this license -uires a trip to
regular curriculum. .~
I feel uJat this is an unfair either Boston or New York and
prejudice on the part of the ad- requires the possession 01. ~
mmistration. and while con- automobile as well as automobile
ceding that some of the nigbt operation costs.Secondly. a test was given at
COursesmay not be equivalent to WCNI where half the questions
present class ilstings, this IS did not have answers appearing
certainly not true in all cases. . th 5 P ge rules and
The JungIan psyche course 10 e a D J
ment' d bo regulatrons sheets; for new ..slODe a ve serves as a . °d bl
goud example in pointing out the thIS could pose a cons, era e
Iinjuatice...l..ha~_attelIdedJlvll_.P-'ob1em. ..
three-hour classes as 01. the
writing of this leiter and have
found the course to be as, if not
more, worthwhile than any other
I have taken here at Conn.
My suggestion to the c0m-
mittee is this; the formation of
some type of review board
wbereby each nigiltcourse could
be evaluated on its own merits by
competent members of the
faculty and-or administration.
Perhaps this could be done on a
departmental level, with a
representative or group of
representatives from each
discipline being responaible for
judging night classes being
taught under tbat department.
In any event. the adoption of
some of these courses into the
academic curriculum would
serve two beneficial purposes.
First, they would broaden the
area of academic interests of-
fered to Conn. students, since
many night topics simply bave no
related course in the existing
schedule. Another is that they
would thin out the number of
students registered in present
classes, a serious consideration
in light of recent faculty cut-
backs, which have made
themselves particularly evident
this semester in the over crowded
classroom.
Any course of action taken
should be done so with the
realization that the blanket rule
bampering enrollment into all
night courses is no longer a
relevant one, and should be
amended.
I should also add that in the
future, the Exceptions Com-
mittee might re-evaluate their
decision-making procedures, 50
that students with sincere 10-
terest in a specific topic are not
rejecled from courses that others
with the "appropriate" major or
completed paperwork may take
only on a whim.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Garrett
••••••••••••••
Editors
Most importantly. WCN! is
suppose to be a source of en-
tertainment, enjoyment,
satisfaction, and experience to
the Conneclicul College studen'
community and should neve.
become the instrwnent 01. in-
timiation as a result of ex
cessively harsh restrictions.
A concerned few 01. WCNID.J.-
feel that the college radio statio ..
should have two primary ob-
jectives:
(1) To do its best to inform and
provide popular entertainment. to
the college community.
(2) To allow those who bave
shown interest and decided to
donate their time to the running
of the station to have an influence
over station polley.
Present station poliey does not
permit the second 01. these two
objectives to be met, because
decisions made by the Board but
felt to be discriminatory or unfair
by a majority of the D.J.s cannot
be vetoed.
Therefore, we sbould like to
establish a body consisting of all
D.J.s with the power to veto
decisions - not just recom-
mendations to the Board. If in-
terested, please return this form
with your signature to Butch
Cruz, P.O. 274. If sufficient
signatures are gathered, a
meeting, will be arranged to plan
the settinR up 01. this new
legislative body (Radio D.J.s
Union).
Thank you very much for your
cooperation.
(l) I am in lavor m PMtic\patinll
in the Radio D.J.s Union.
( ) I do not feel the station could
benefit from a Union.
Any comments would be ap-
preciated.
ButebCruz
••••••••••••••
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j career in ,aw-
wilhoul law schaal.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging. respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered-choose
the city in which you want to work.
Since 1970. The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms.
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities,
If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant.
we'd like to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.
We will visit your campus on
TUESDAY,FEBRUARY15
The Institute for
Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvama 19103
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal. Inc.
Dear Editor.
We have chosen your paper to
identify ourselves and announce
our intentions to the world. We
are responsible for the extensive
Arctic air mass gripping the
country. In order to guarantee
the safety of the lamb of Spring
from the icy jaws of Wint... 's lion, .
the following demands must be
met. Deposit tIlese jtems in CBT
account 722-1046-795.
$3,000,000.33in unmarked $10
lills
3 tubes of Crest toothpaste (2
regular, I mint)
3 endorsed diplomas (2 '77s. I
'78)
3 copies of Ice Station zebra
300 gallons of Baskin-Robbins
banana ice cream - ah, no -
make that French vanilla
3 passports to the alias J. Doe
(2 Ms.• I Mr.)
3 copies of Jay & the Icebergs
hit record, "We'll See You in
Rion
If our demands are not met r~;:;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;==========~~lwithin 72hours snow will fall for
43 days and 43 nigbts. Only
manages a trois will make it. Do
not try to discover our
whereabouts or our identities as
we are safely ensconced in the
warmth of the deepest South.
Coldly,
FBI
(Frost Bite Inc.)
I:.I.I.~ ......AM
~..'i I/~&:~""",,,.1Jd1!l" ;.." f,u:e.__ •.
:_ ;,.. (8P~) .~~~:,4,~,~7
@ Un;Travel Chaners .
EUROPE ....ia PanAm 707 Less
than Y2 Economy Fare Call toll
free (6-9 pm) (800) 325-4867 or see
your tra ....el agent 6O.day advance
payment required UniTra ....el
Charters
----------------
--------- Mens Basketball cont.:----------
contlDued from page 11ft .....
different factors prevented the
cameIB from defeating the third-
rated Division ill team In New
c England, Suffolk University._..= First of all, because 01 a
snowstorm, they were forced to
i: amuse themselves dlring a long
LI. three bour bus ride Into cam-
Gl bridge, Mass. (Delroy Tripps did
:: this bY verbally abusinll Dean
A. TeHennepe's son.) Secondly,
...: Suffolk's home court is tne
... cambridge YMCA, a virtual
~ snaIIe-pit equipped with wooden
... backboards, a shooter's paradise
:;; well-suited to the Bostonians'e style 01 play. The third and most
~
LI.
o-
decisive factor was the Suffolk
Rams themselves. (Coacb Luce
called tbem "the best starting
five we'll see all season"). They
played a devastating man-to-
man, forcing fifteen Connecticut
turnovers, and consistently bit ~
footers despite harassment by
the Camels.
However, Conn lIIlIIUlIled an
early lead in the game, 10-4. This
was short-lived thougb, as tbe
YMCA's short court limited the
Camels' fast break, and Suffolk
led 43-31 at the half. In the second
20, the Rams were outscored by
the intruding New L<.~daners,
-i5c
:>
A. Ski~
noW'!
ALWAYS SNOW& SKIING AT
liiCllingtlg
SKI REPORT, CALL TOll FREE: (800) 451-4301
CENTRAL LOI?GING RESERVATIONS: (802) 422-3333
LOCATED IN EASY TO REACH CENTRAL VERMONT· us"''' VI 100
COLLEGE WEEK AT
K\LL\NG,.ON, FEB. '4-'6. 30 per
c.en1: OFF clav 'icket~ &. S·dav
~Ilc.'lr.e.~e~.Cone'Qe \0 needed. Ski
... mountain",_ ~"1''(.\\~. " n"50.
Varsity Hoops Stats
(Scoring through first ten games 01 seasor)
Name GP PIs
Dan Levy 10 152
Jeff Simpson 9 84
Ted Cotjanie 10 91
Andy Rawson 10 79.
Charles Jones 9:;a
Herb Kenny 10 51
CliffKozemchak 9 34
Wayne Hutton 10 33
Paul Canalli 10 33
Delroy Tripps 10 29
Giles Trougbton 4 ~
Ricb Channick 4
Mike Amaral 3 0
who shot over fifty per cent in the
game and pulled within eight
points before foul trouble and the
scoreboard clock shut tbem
dawn. Suffolk, now 12-3 on the
season, survived the scare and
triumphed, 81-72. The scoring for
Connecticut was well-balanced,
with Levy throwing in 14, Simp-
son, Herb Kenny and Charles
Jones witb 12 eacb, and Ted
Cotjan1ewith 10. Jones controlled
the boards, tearing off a game-
high 14 rebounds.
Tbis game was a good
barometer of just bow far tbe
Camels have come this season.
For tbose wbo remember bow
varsity basketball was played
here four years ago and saw the
game in Cambridge Saturday
night (such as Conn graduate
"Harry the Hat" Palten, who was
in attendance at the Suffolk
game), there is no doublt that
before this season is over, a solid
Division 111 basketball team is
going to remember Conn College
as .."that girl's school" who beat
thelespletive deleted) out of us.
----------Crow And Tuna cont.-----------
Ave.
15.2
9.3
9.1
7.9
7.5
5.1
3.8
3.3
3.3
2.9
1.2
0.5
0.0
SPORTS
Pundit Feb, 3,1977
as affecledas was David Jafle by
the Purple Sborts of K.B. and
came away 05-46 winners. It was
a see-saw game all tbe way
contrasting the outside shooting
of John Perry, the twisting drives
of Dave Fiderer, and an oc-
casional thrust to tbe hoop by
H.P. to tbe tough inside game 01
"Big Red" Litwin and "T.V.G."
von Glabn. Tbe final outcome
was very mucb in doubt until 5
minutes to go when "Big Red"
picked up a dubius fifth foul and
•
was lorced to ride the pines for
the remainder of the contest.
From then on K.B. was unable to'
pultogether a coberent offense or
concentrate on defense (neitber
could we witb all that fine
Branlord snapper up' in the
stands).
So remember Sports Fans, only
46 more days till Capelin meets
the Beaver. Capelin, "I'm gonna
slick illo that mob fab!" Beaver,
"I'Il be wearing rubber gloves!"
Dorm Hoop Suus And Results
Dorm HoopResults (Through SUn. Feb. 6)
Harkness ~5 Jane Addams 37
West Side 70 Larrabee 46
. K.B. 1 56 Morrisson 38
Quad I 99 K.B. II 18
Hamilton-Wind. GO Burdick I 34
Freeman :;:; Burdick II 23
Off-Campus 49 Alwnni 42
Faculty 71 Lamb.-Lazrus :;0
Larrabee 30 Quad II 29
Harkness 45 West Side 44
Morrisson 62 Jane Addams 52
STANDINGS
Palten Division
W-L PF PA
1-0 56 38
1-0 71 50
1-0 60 34
1-1 114 91
1-1100108
1-1 81 99
().I :;0 71
Il-l 29. 30
Il-l 34 60
(Through Sun. Feb. 6)
K.B.1
Faculty
HamiltOJrWind.
WestSide
Morrisson
Larrabee
Lam b-La.<;-us
Quad II
Burdick I
Harkness
Quad I
Freeman
Off-Campus
Burdick II
Alwnni
K.B. II
JaneAddams
Lantz Division
W-L PF PA
2-0 100 81
r-e 99 18
1.0 55 23
1-0 49 42
Il-I 23 :;:;
1l-1 42 49
Il-l 18 99
n-2 89 117
DORMBASKETBALL
Leading Scorers (Tbrongh Sun. Feb. 6)
GP PIs.
2 60
2 60
I 26
I 24
I 23
1 20
1 20
I 17
2 32
1 16
1 16
Spcenger,~'rabee
Fiskio, Morrisson
Brun ett~ Faculty
Perry, Quad I
Fiderer, Quad I
Capelin, Quad I
McCauley, Morrisson
Catlin, Ham-Wind.
Offeobartz, WestSide
Hampton, Faculty
Mallison, Ham:Wind. •
continued from page fifteen
.ginia, 99-18. Enough said, or sa<1
enough. K.B. I beld up tbe dorm's
honor, ,however, routing an un-
dermanned MQlTisson team 56-
38. Tbe Litwin led (14 pts.),
Amaral coacbed, purple jockey
shorted Bluntians ljIl!lIfied the
scoring efforts of Morrisson
except for Mark Fiskio who
tallied 25 points. In Morrisson's
next game, Bill McCauley
returned from the Big Apple to
team up with "Roy" Fiskio for 51
pl)mts -as The Hotel defeated a
hardluck J.A. 62-52.
Rent-a-coacb Jordan Trac-
tenberg's Hamilton-Windham
team trounced Burdick I 61l-34.
Lionel "Train". Catlin and Danny
"Excessive Jive" Mallison
combined for 33 points to lead the',.-----------or--------------, way. (Please give blood this week
as "downtown Danny" needs a
transfusion because tbe sweat-
bands erroneously placed over
his biceps cut off all circulation to
"his bands and wrists).
The most exciting moment of
the Freeman-'Dick II game
occurred when Freeman took the
court to their impressive black
and gold uniforms before going
on to win 5:;'23.
Off-Campus ripped Alumni in
the third quarter to break open
another close game and won
going away 49-42. Alumni
bowever, played without Mr. D.
wbo was last seen leaving tbe
Stage Delicatessen after
wallopping Earl Monroe in one-
onoOne(at least that's what the
telegram be sent us said).
Faculty put on a very im-
pressive show dissecllng a beefy
Lambdin-Lazrus team 71-50.
Steve Brunetti (no relation to last
year's varsity c"captain) tickled
the twines for 26 points to send
L.L. Beans borne losers. ~·aculty,
whicb bas clubbed its way to
division prominence. can be
eXjlecled to give all teams
trouble. This year's backcourt of
Burnetti and "Hot Bob" Hamp-
ton can keep every team guessing
(not to mention Bill "Bull in a
China Sbop" Lessig).
Hot Flash From Cro
Just before presstime, our two
preseason powerhouse picks
went bead-t"bead before a sell-
out aowd~of..manyc 'I'b~ck
QuadI team was apparentiy not
AVE.
32.5
30.0
26.0
24.0
23.0·
20.0
20.0
17.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
w--------------------------
Co-captain Delroy Tripps ball handles against Eastern
Connecticut.
. Crew Season Begins Again
Dinner Set For Tommorrow Night
The ,:.;t<:.-::= will be Philadelphia for the men. Comecllcut College RowiDg, are
TblB year's diDner boIds a in reooplion 01. the outsUIDding
beId on Friday evening here 00 special importance for lIIlRIy 01. achievements 01. thee two 1974
camp .... TblBevent, given for the lbe older OBl'Speopie. At the graduates at the XXI Olympiad ;:
team, Is sponsored by Coacb Ric dinner two Com a11111lJ1i,Cathy lUIIIIIIergames beld In Montreal '"
Ricci II msrks the starting point Menges BIIdAnIta DeFrsol:1, will sis months ago. ..
01. the spring training BIIdracing be presented with College Cbalrs, For lboee 01. lIS on the crew wbo 'Tl
season which culminates In May one of the College'S bighest nOD- are seniors, the pleasure 01. ..i
witb the EAWRC Women's academic awards. seeing the College booor old
Sprints In Worcester, BIIdthe Dad The Chatrs, presented by the teammates Is Indeed a very ?
Vail National Cbamploosbips In College and the Frlenda of specia1 one. Three years ago we "1l
were all, to a large euent, C
novices; Individuals, the i
program, even the lIporiln terms :-
r1 women's competition. -o
At tbe timet women's crew was
stl1I only a few years old. -:
However, Coooecllcut College !f
was already developing a name c:
rorRHH. ~
In the bearla 01. lboee wbo '<
participated, even then there was
lbe dealre to compete, the dream
01. greatness. It was not then BIId
Isnotnaw, BIIidle dream. Ills the
vision 01. a potential reality whieb
requires discipline BIId courage
to sustain. Tbese two com-
petItors, old friends, are living
prool. of _ CBIIbe attained
lbroogb cooslsleol effort BIId
Wlreleotlng dealre to be the beat.
In the II1ccesses 01. sucb people
as AnIta DeFrsotz BIId Cathy
Menges, all who compete all who
comma toemseJves can lee toe
shadows of their own dreams.
These shadows are but outlloes 01.
forms whieb all competltors must
fill 10 on their own. No one woo1d
have It otherwise. The poten-
tiality 01. success Is within lIS all
TbBIIks to Cathy Menges and
AnIta DeFrsntz, there Is Olmpic
blood in 1m heritage now. May It
It0... to be a Connect\cut
Vadi.tIon.
Gymnasts Now 4-1
by Jeff ZImmerman
COlUl'S gymnasts ret urned
from Keene State late Saturday
night In a blinding snowstorm
with four wlos BIIdone loss on tbe
season.
Before leaving on Friday, they
were Wldefeated, having romped
over U.S. Coast Guard Academy
61.2 - 31.2SBlld squeaked by tbe
University of Connecticut 90.15 -
85,45on Wemesday night.
The meet at Keene Slate was a
qusdrBllgular meet with Conn,
College, Keene State, Univers,ity
of Malne·Presque Isle, snd
University of Maine-Farmington-
as contestants. At the end of tbe
first two events (vaulting and
uneven bars) Conn's girls were
less thBII .5 point behind Keene
State, 50.45-50.90,while the other
two teams were a distant 36.45 for
University of Maine·Preaque,
-and26.Olifor University of Maine-
Farmlogton. But Conn. slid two
polots beblnd after beam BIId to
3.45 points behind after floor
exercise for a final tally of Keene
State 99.20, Conn College 95.85,
University of Maine-Presque Iale
57.60, and University of Maine-
Farmlogton 51.30. Conn's girls
bad bettered their score BIIeven 5
points over Wemesday's per-
formance against UColUl,but not
enougb to beat Keene tbis year.
Conn lost to them Isst year in
another close contest.
Outstanding performances for
Conn, Saturday were in vaulting,
Captain ADD Drouilbet second
place 7.85, Carol Vaas third 7.6;
uneven bars, Katby Walker
second 6.55, Sally Burrows tbird
5.7j balance beam, CCH2IPtain
Lynda Plavin second 6.2, Sally
Burrows 5th 5.65; BIId fiDally 10
floor exercise, Sally Burrows
seconds.s, Kathy Ws1ker4th 5.65.
COlUl. meets Rbode Island
College on Wemesday, Feb. 9 at 7
p.m. and Boston St8te College on
Wemesday. Feb. \6 at Conn.
Cegers Lose To Classy Units
by Alan Goodwlo
Victory, tbe flnal frontier.
These are the adventures of the
"sketba11 team Camels. Their
one year mission: to become a
power and to he reckoned with In
New England Division III boops,
10 seek out and defeat s1rBll8e
ne ... opponeDts, to do wbat no
CoIl1lteam bas done before.
UnforlWlately, along the way,
they have been ~ive a t<:ste of
they have been given a taste of
busUing defense and & patient
<ifense) by three top-notcb op-
ponents last week. Last Tuesday
nigbt, the Camels played
amazing basketball-for three-
.fourths of a game. Eastern
Connecticut State College of
Wi11imantic came to town, ex-
pecting to drive tbe One·
Hampers Into a Sahara sand-
storm. Instead, tbe red, white
and blue paused at a pre-game
oasis, then proceeded to sbow
ECSC bow the game Is played.
Jamping out to an early lead,
COIUleclicutbWlgon to go into the
Student Government room with a
28-28 tie at the ball. Emerging in
the second half wfth lust in their
hearla and upset in tbelr eyes, the
camels again took command
early; every red-blooded,
a1ligator-sbirled sports fan In
attendance began to recall past
upsets to which they could
compare this tilt. But it was
not to be on tbis night.
With the game tied at 42-42 and
eight miniules shoWing on the
Coca.CoIa scoreboard, the taller,
stronger, talent·laden visitors
ratlied off 14 straight, BIIdbefore
Kravitz could count the nlllDber
of bumps on a dromedary,
Eastern was up 56-42. Coon ran
out 01. time in·their comeback bid,
and the game ended 63-63. DBII
Levy was high man with 13
points.
Friday night the Valiants of
Westcbester.based Manbat·
tanville College motored Into
New London and bittbe camels
with tbeir wallets. They also hit
the camels with a quick man-t<>-
mao defense, which literslly shut
down ColUl'S patterned offense
BIIdcaused guards Levy and Jeff
Simpson added troubles brlnging
the ball·upcourt. Poor outside
shooting 10 the second balf, at·
tributable to the harassment· FWiAWilL
style defense of the Valiants, (it ., a
hampered Conn's efforts to close ® crosse=~~~;e: :~c~\~I I I
de·· -elSton. '*j
This was not the same ~
Maohattanville club that the ~
camels beat in their Westcbester 11
tournament last year, thereby r
adding BIIother hideous trophy to
the glass-encased collection
outside of the gym door. This was
a taller, quicker group whieb
incloded a couple of excellent
New York City ballplayers,
witbout wbom Comeclicut
probably woo1d have beaten the
Valiants easily. Levy again led
the scoring (17 points) followed
by Simpson with 14.
Saturday night a number of
continued aD page fourteen
Practice has begun for both the men's and
women's lacrosse teams. Newcomers are stili
welcome. The teams meet at 4:00 p.m. in Cro. For
more deta i1s, consult the practice schedule on the
bulletin board by the gym door. The teams are
undertaking very ambitious new schdules for this
season and need your support:
WOMEN'S LACROSSE CLUB SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
April 6 Yale
April 8 Trinity
April 19 Holy Cross
April 22 To Be Scheduled
April 26 Wesleyan
.April 28 Holyoke
May 3 U. of Connecticut
May 10 Brown
Few Surprises In Dorm Ball
home
home
away
•
away
home
home
away
by Eagle Crow and I,;barley Tuua the LiUle Richard Sbuffle led by
Larrabee House, tbe campus T. Bell's virtuoso performance of
Ix>~e of sucb notables as Cindy "In Your Eyes." AgaiostQuad n,
Enckson, Steve BrWletl~ and however, Doug Sprsoger chipped
The Hiss bas finally produced a in 29 markers equalllog the entire
wmner. Having gone the entire Quad output. All Spranger
lIag-football season without a needed was a mloimIIID of belp,
Victoryandbaving losttbeir boop whIcb was all be goten route to a
opener, it looked like another 35-29 victory.
lo,ngseason for "The House That In the season opener, Harkness
Bmgham Burned." In the second br"'e open a cloSe ball game in
game of tbe season, The West the second balf as they surged by
Side Story did a song BIId dance J.A. 55-37 and Wlveiled towering
number on four bapless center Jeff Sado (17 pts.). SWlday
Larrabeans to the tune of 7046. oigbt brougbt on the first season
Larrabee's point guard and showdown as tbe Green BIIdGold
Referee emeritus Barry Gross faced their BIIcient enemies, The
\Vas. heard muttering bis Ave West Side Story. Seth Greeo1aod
1Manas While the West Siders did was a questionable starter as BII J--------_.:...-----"'-
ugly amazoo had kicked him 10
the leg Friday nigbt;
nonetbeless, be shrugged off the MEN'S LACROSSE CLUB SCHEDULE
pain BIIdwas in the llne-up at tip- Date Opponent
off time. Harkness led only once March 11 Wesleyan
10 the game, but that was wben it *, March 30 Fairfield
counted - at the end, 45-44. The •
game was marred by poor of- liII April 2 U. of Hartford
fieiating whieb produced an '1 April 4 Southern Conn. State
award-winning performance by April 9 Notre Dame University
theMayorasbewasslsppedwith ~ of South Bend, Ind.
bisfiftbpersonalBlldtossedfrom /' April 13 Trinity home
the game. Keitb Green suppliedthe wilUIlng boop with less tbBII April 16 Assumption home
two minutes to go as Sc~b of- April 21 Fairfield home
fered his rendition 01. "In Your April 23 Boston University home
Eye." April 30 U. of Hartford away
On the ligbt side, Quad I blitz- May 2 Southern Conn. State, home
.A:~l'\l o~JIlIge.1oll~en .. ,,, ~ -_d-------~
Ion '!1.I0g'-''lqn ""IV IlIIl"I I hllll9 "
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iiill.; IOff Th1e NW8elledA Woman IS~!!!~o~yW~~~PIa!'!!o~Wd~f~~!!Co~';:n~~
In an incredible game played have received a minor. lead, 2.0.
• last Thlll'Sday,watched by two This threw Conn.into an awful The Camels, psyched by the
::: by Alan Goodwin dozen fearless fans, the Conn. predicament ·as they were presence of Coaches Ford
~ It is amidst accusations of sexism and chauvinism College Hockey Club finally already a man short. The down- Gardner and Bob Nigro, came
that I write my column this week. Last week's sports played close to its potential by staters then proceeded to score outto dominatethe secondperiod
pages lacked articles about our women athletes, outskating an ECACDivisionIII three quick goals and tie the as well. Silverstreak bought
specifically women's basketball and gymnastics. (The Quinnipiac team that, just two game at :Hi as the demoralized himself a hat trick off of a nice
th . weeks previously,had destroyed Camels almost fell apart. A pass by John Moore early in the
exception to this was an out-of-date articie on e swim them 16-5. Never mind the frenzy erupted in the last few period. In the remainder of the
team, for which I apologize.) miserable fact that the game minutes of the game as period, Connshowed its prowess
This omission was not a deliberate attempt to spite endedat 6apiece.Connecticutled humiliated Quinnipiac team in forechecking, backchecking,
women's athletics. On the contrary, nothing would throughoutmost 01. the game and attempted to salvage a victory travellers checking, and stellar
please me more than to be able to fill the sports section showd have won, but for one of with another score. But the blue- goaltending,a-la BenCooke.Late
with gymnasts and women cagers. This is not possible, themostdiseasedpenalty calls in and-white held on to a tie as in the second, John Moore, using
however, without people who are willing to write about the history of hockey. Freyder scoredhis secondgoal of a new stick he received from the
Quinnipiacscored early in the the night. Master as a birthday present,
these two inter-collegiate aggregations (or for that first period,and it lookedlike the scored on a long slap shot.
matter, about anything concerning women's athletics). game might turn into another Chchchchanges, turn and face
I have approached competitors involved in these romp 'n roll over the Camels. .11d<WldllW;kWWW,. the strange ... but you can't
sports, asking them to contribute- articles to be However, in just one chalk-talk change time. Sanford, another
Published in PUNDIT; none of the people were in- and two of the four practices beer please?scheduled for this semester, Sanford, another beer please? Unfortunately, the Camels
terested. (I hope that these are. not the same people who Conn's new hockey coach Bob That was the cry as the Can- suffered a letdown in the third
complain when they don't see a women's basketba II Nigro(employedat the SubBase necticut College Hockey Club period as the BiueDevils of New
story in the paper on Thursday morning). . in Groton) has transformed a celelrated a decisive win over Britain scored a goal to ruin
Being the eternal optimist, however, I believe that bunch of talented but iE- Central ConnecticutState College Goalie Cooke's shutout. But the
there are people on this campus who would jump at the organized players into a relent- and the birthdays of Fred fine overall play continued, as
chance to write on women's athletics at Connecticut less, VlSCIOUS machine. . Hadleigh·West and John Moore Knox, Burch, Hotchkiss, Lam-
The result? By the middle of Tuesday night. The Camels mert, Murray, and Connally
College. I have been told that this year's gymnastics the third period Connecticut had travelled to West Hartford and excelled with their defensive
team is an excellent squad, the finest ever seen here at a 1).2lead and was skating the skated to a 1).1victory over CCSC. play. Late in the game,
Conn. It would be unfortunate if these athletes had to once-loftyQuinnipiacteam out of Silverstreak Freyder opened the newcomer Rob "Mongrammed
endure a memorable season of competition without the rink. Goals were scored by scoring with a high backhand Skates" Kurtz passed to Moore
adequate coverage by PUNDIT. Abbott,Alternate Captain Moore, over the losinggoalie. From then who scored the final goal on a
Bailor, Freyder, and Captain on Conn dominated play, even Ireakaway.
If you are a female athlete, consider this invitation as Sanford. though the hot rink made 'l'he'hard-eore members of the
an oppor'unity '0 aid your 'earn. Also, consider i\ as a Then came- one of the moot Spectator Watkins feel rigbt at team are probably otOI on _
mean~ ot he\p\ng the PUNO\, Spo.-1'sDepartment r\d abtIurd, moetundeservedpenalty home. After some viscious floor in Samford's room but I'm
"self of i\s sexist image, an image which is totally un- callsmany shall ever hear of that (orechecking by the Sanford, sure If they were able theY'dask
deserved. temporarily shocked the Camels Bates and Nightengale line, you to come out and support the
out of their. jocks. Captain San· (affectionaleiy known as the team oL'_ FrIday aga'--t arch.Students interested in covering gymnastic~ or dela f Mai lin) Sil tre k d lded WU> ....ford was gIVen.a e y 0 game n e, vers a ecr rival URI. The game will be
women's basketball for the PUNDI T should leave a note penalty for dutifully asking the it was time for another goalas he playedInEast Greenwich,R.I. at
in our mail box (Box 1351), addressed to the Sports referee to look at an Illegal popped in a rebound off a Chris 4 p.m.
Editor, telling me who you are, where you can be Iroken stick being used by a Abbott shot. The first period
reached, and what you are interested in writing about.
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Women's B-Ball Off Slow
This Week In Sports
Men's Basketball: Tonight, At Yeshiva, 8:00;
Saturday, At Manhattanville, 8:00; Tuesday, At
Sa Ive Regina, 8: 15.
Women's Basketball: Monday, Eastern Con-
necticut State, 7:00.
Gymnastics: Wednesday, Boston State, 7:00.
Ice Hockey: No Games ScheduledThis Week.
Sub-Varsity Basketball: Wednesday, At
Mohegan, 7:30.
Afier defeating Annhurst
College in their season opener
January 24th, tbe women's
varsity basketball team has
dropped four straight to place
their present record at one win,
four losses. In the first game of
the '77 campaign, played in
Woodstock, Conn., the Camels
took an early 8--1lead against
Annhurst and were never in
serious trouble, winning the
game 59-11. Freshman Veima
Toney led the scoring for Conn
with 16points, followedby Lynn
Clements and Kit Schaeffer with
13 and 12 points respectively.
Connecticut also outrebounded
Annhurst, as Toney and Ginny
Bell controlled the boards.
Thefollowingnight,the Camels
ran into shooting problems and
dropped a .2·33 contest to
This Week In Dorm Basketball
Tonight: 7:00, Lambdin-Lazrus vs. Burdick I;
8:30, Faculty vs. Burdick II; 10:00, Freeman vs.
Alumni.
Sunday: 1:00, Morrisson vs. Complex West; 2:30,
Hamilton-Windham vs. Quad II; 4:00, K.B. I vs.
Larrabee; 7:00, Harkness vs. K.B. II; 8:30, Quad I
vs. J.A.; 10:00, Burdick II vs. Off-Campus.
Tuesday: 8: 30, Lambdin-Lazrus vs. Freeman.
The intramural volleyball season began
yesterday with a record 587 students in com-
petition. There are 55 teams in 11 tough divisions.
The cooed competition promises to be fierce this
season.
Teams are reminded to wear sneakers and they
must be on the court within ten minutes of game
time. Each contest prior to the play-offs Will consist
of one 21 point game.
Schedules are posted in each dorm and on the
bulletin board outside of the gym. 'The gymnasium
is often open and available in the late evenings for
those who wish to practice. Ginny Bell and Kit Schaeffer play fough defense.
Manchester CommunityCollege.
AgainVelmaToneywas the high
scorer for Conn,getting 14 on the
night.
Saturday, January 29th,
Connecticut played in West'
Hartford against a tough
University of Hartford team.
Hartford shot 7. per cent from
the floor,which,combinedwith a
tight full-court press, proved to
be the Camels' demise, and they
fell 73-30.Tuesday, February 1st,
whewomenagain travelled to the
Hartford area, this time to go up
against Trinity. Again, they
returned to New Londonwith a
loss, 71-34.
Last Thursday night was the
home opener for the Camels.
Taking on Wesleyan University
proved to be toomuch of a task,
and, in front of the hometown
crowd, the blue-and-whtte's
season record fell to 1-4 as the
Cardinals from Middletown ran
away with a 73-34victory. Ginny
Bell contributed 12points to the
Conn cause.
Despite their won-lost record,
CoachMarge Howesis optimistic
about the future, pointingout the
overall youth and inexperience
onthe club. Shehopes that with a
few more games behind them,
theCamelswillbegin to gel into a
more cohesive unit and win their
share of contests ill this year's
schedule. .
